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Thus was the diffraction of electrons discovered. It my seem that

little has changed since that first low-energy electron diffraction (LEED)

experiment. Vacuum accidents still happen (perhaps with less

serendipitous returns) and RI has continued to he a favorite material for

ICED studies. lbre remarkable, however, Is that most of the important
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features of the diffraction of electrons were recognized within a few included. A nubr of reviews exist on various aspects of surface

years of the Davisson-Germer paper.
(

) Since then, there have been crystallography.(16.17,25-46) Especially the older ones are well worth

considerable refinements in the basic ideas (brought about especially by reading to obtain a clear overview of diffraction techniques.

the advent of ultrahigh vacuum), many applications, and better methods of We begin with the mtivation for doing diffraction. namely to learn

analysis and quantification. as well as a periodic rediscovery of the about the atomic structure of surfaces, by discussing the general types of
fundamental ideas. There has been an expansion to Other energy ranges, surface crystallographic information that can be obtained with a surface-

leading to the acronyms NEEl (medium-energy electron diffraction) and sensitive diffraction technique. This is done lv the content of simple

Oliffli (reflection high-energy electron diffraction). There have been
diffraction theory. After the establishment of this framework In Section

considerable Instrumental developments.
(2-6)  

especially in recent II, the rest of this chapter wIll concentrate em experimntal aspects Of

years,(7
12
) as it became apparent that the resolving power and diffraction. Two major techniqus, LEEO and RHEEO, will be discussed.

sensitivity of existing instruments were Insufficient to meet the goals of The emphasis will be on LEED because of the much greater activity

the experiments being undertaken. There have been theoretical historically and still today In LIED. However, much of the description of

developments. particularly in the construction of dynamical theories of LED appis as welI to REEP. Aditional discussion of RHEED will focus

low-energy electron diffraction,
( 3- 1 ) 

but also In the analysis of on those experimental aspects that are uniqu, different, or of particular

structural defects(
18 -21 )

. And finally, there has been the growing value in certain experiments. Section III will deal with measurements of

recognition that crystallographic Information Is necessary to Interpret diffracted intensity distributions in general terms, including a

the output of other surface spectroscopies, with the consequence that a discussion of resolving power. In Section IV specific measurements are

LEED or RHEEOD capability has become standard equipment on more or less all discussed and In Sc. V the Instrumentatio reuired to carry out these

experimental systems for surface research. measurements is described. Soe representative results are given in

This chapter is an attempt to sumnrize, in a tutoriul fashion, the SeCtion VI and a brief coaclusion follows Section VII.

most Important experimental aspects of surface-sensitive diffraction. The It. Elements of Diffraction Theory

desired result is that the reader will understand enough of the essentials In almost all interpretations of surface electronic, chemical, or

to set up a diffraction experiment and interpret the results. It Is not a transport properties, the positions of atms. their Separatios. their

compendium of recent, or even the most Important, results of surface deviations form perfect periodicity, or the positions of their nearest or

crystallography. Thus n attempt has been made to develop a comprehensive next-nearest neighbors are necessary inputs. These properties are Ideally

list of references; only those most germane to the goal stated above are

S 4
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probed with a diffraction technique. If one considers the elastic

scattering of radiation with Momentum k from a rigid cubic crystal with Is the structure factor. the intensity then is

lattice points

I •A(j) A*(V. - IF(O.E) 12 Z( • (6)

!j mt. + - m (I) where ZU) is called the interference fonction.Z(.) can be visualized
using the concept of the reciprocal lattice. For a three-dimensional

where .1. *2. M3 are integers, with atoms located within each unit cell at infinite crystal, the reciprocal lattice is a three-dimensional array of
positions 

points whose positions are given by the reciprocal-lattice vectors-§kl.
where ILOhI nZ * /dQeI wed d lei is the distance between (hkl) planes.

*n o - vb u kW, (2) The Interference function Is periodic with kit and for an arbitrary

mmentm transfer S can be written in terms of -%I and the deviation
where un, v., wv are fractions, the amplitude at a given m ntum transfer parimeter * S - _hkI. For a crystal with dimensions a&. K2 b" and 113c,S k- is given by where a. b. C. are the lattice constants.

A(S) - 4 to (neE) eup [i . (r~jOPv)]. (3)

',nJ sin
2 
l12 It II-)._ sl

2 
e /2 12 i? kl+s).b

The sun is over lattice sites j and the atoms a within a unit cell. n 
2 
1/2 N3 ((7k))c,hl%. (7)

tv( a, E) is the atomic scattering factor of the n'th atom, weren is half sin
2 

1/2 (6kluA).c
the scattering angle and E is the energy of the radiation. Separating the )(-k*Al has its maximum value, 

7
(ki). when s - 0. i.e., when S

Sums. 
satisfies the Laue conditions

A(S) - F(O E1) E exp 1i (S )], (4)

where 
or

F(.E) -: 
t
o (O,1) exp [IS n , n (S) S.a , 2 , t.S Zl, (8l

n

- $-



A. Diffractiom from Surfaces

where h, k. I are integers. The maxima In the interference function have for an adsorbed menolayer (or In any case where a phase Is only one

heights proportional to (NIN2N
3
)
2  

and widths In three orthogonal atomic layer thick) It Is easy to demonstrate that the reciprocal lattice

directions in S space proportional to I/ila. 1/Nb. and I/Ni3c. becomes a set of rods norml) to the plane of the layer. In Eq. (7) N
3 

- I

A useful representation of diffraction from a lattice Is In terms of and the third term equals one, implying that the Interference function has

its reciprocal lattice and the Ewld construction. The Ewild sphere gives a constant value for all values of (-hkl * j.c. Figure 2 shows the (wild

simply the conservation of energy for elastic scattering, I.e., constructions corresponding to LEED and REED for this case. It is

.in I out or k *oj -jkj, where A and k are respectively the electron evident that now many more diffracted beams are excited for any

wavelength and momentum. The superposition of the Ewald sphere onto the diffraction geometry, and that they will remain excited as the energy or

reciprocal lattice shows conservation of momentm as well as energy in the diffraction geometry Is varied.

form of the Laue conditions S * Ski" The diffracted-intensity Intermediate between the limit of an Infinite three-dimensional

distribution in angle at constant energy Is then given by the intersection crystal And an Infinite two-dimensional crystal Is one that has a finite

of the Ewald sphere with the reciprocal lattice. The Ewild construction dimension In the third direction. This situation Is approximated for any

for penetrating radiation Is shown in Fig. i& for the energy and Infinite ttsrev-tatStosa Crystal if the radiation used for the

diffraction geometry appropriate for LEED. An incident bean with a diffraction experiment does not penetrate the sample to very large

perfectly defined momentum Is assumed and, as a result, the Ewaid sphere depths. This mast clearly be the case for all techniques that are

is perfectly sharp. Figure lb shows the situation for penetrating surface-sensitive, bet the limited penetration Is achievned In different

radiation for the energies and diffraction geometry appropriate for RHEED ways. Under optimm conditions only one or two atomic ples make a

or grazing-angle x-ray diffraction. The relationship between the lengths significant contribution to the diffracted Intensity.

of the h vectors and the reciprocal-lattice vector Is appropriate The interference function for a crystal that Is artificially limited

respectively for LIED with 150 el electrons and iltED with 10.000 ef in the i-direction by an exponentially decreasing magnitude of scattering

electrons. As the energy or angle is varied, diffraction spots will density can be described by defining(
4 1 ) 

an attenuation coefficient, a

appear or disappear, but only One or several diffracted beams will be such that

excited and hence visible in the diffraction pattern at one set of

diffraction conditions. a -l (g)

where An Is the amplitude scattered by the N'th atemic plane. The total



scattered amplitude is then where -t and &are respectively the angles the incident and diffracted

beams make with the surface normal. Because the lost tern in Eq. (11)

n never goes to zero for attenuations typical of surface-sensitive

A-s) . z F 3(O.fu (10) diffraction techniques. it is custoary to describe the reciprocal lattice

as a set of rods, as for a single layer, keeping in mind however that the

intensity along these rods is modulated with a period that reflects the

where ni specifies the plane containing the J'th atom. The interference interlayer distance perpendicar to the surface. This is illustrated in

function becomes
Fig. 3.

The limited penetration of the radiation In surface-sensitive

I e Z sin
2 

1/2 |I (.Gkls).a sin
2 

1/2 N12 (hklns).h diffraction techniques is achieved in different ways. At the energies

sin ..(%kW!)._ sin ' (§hls).b used in LEED, 11-1000 eV, the cross sections for both elastic and

inelastic scattering are so large that the penetration of the beam is very

small. The Inelastic and elastic scattering cross sections have
..22 _ approximately the same magnitude, of the order of several A?. The

sensitivity of LEED to the surface is in large part due to the strong
Unlike a grating with a finite number of lines. 113. which produces inelastic scattering. The inelastic wen free pth of electrons. i.e.,

113-2 intermediate interference maxima. such an attenuated grating produces the distance an electron beam travels In a crystal before inelastic

only broad maxima that are smoothly connected. This implies that the collisions reduce the henm intesity hy a factor of ie, is plotted as a

reciprocal lattice consists of neither points (3-0) nor 'rods" (2-0) but function of energy in Fig. 4. In the energy range of 100 en, the
rather of "elongated points' or 'cigars' in the cn direction. She

Inelastic mean free path may he as little as 4A. Because of the strong
interference function thus is modulated. this modulation can he expressed elastic scattering, the 'eutinction distance" of the heam is even less.
iv terms of the man free path fur inelastic scattering. Ainel ' y

3 , 7

For a reflection diffraction experiment. where a monoenergetic beam must

enter the crystal, and henms with the same energy must exit again, the

mean 'sampling depth' is half the value of the extinction distance.a•exp OSr oa for high-energy electrons or x-rays. the mean free path is much

larger. ilowever. as Eq. (12) shows, the limited penetration necessary for

surface sensitivity can he achieved by making Jo and - large. i.e. by

i'
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grazing incidence and exit. Eq. (11) therefore also gives the lattice rods caused by defects can be given by considering a distorted

interference function for RHEED and grazing-angle x-ray diffraction. One crystal, where the position of the J'th lattice site (or unit cell) is now

can again think of this reciprocal lattice in terms of the approximation

of rods. ! - 3, (13)

B. Surface Defects

So far it has been assumed that the crystal surface is infinite, where g, is the vector giving the displacement of the unit cell from its

perfect, and rigid. In this case, the reciprocal-lattice rods will have proper position Ej. To describe this density function, more Fourier

zero width and the diffraction spots will be sharp. In the presence of components are necessary than for a perfect crystal. Around a particular

defects the reciprocal-lattice rods have a finite width. This can he reflection %kil Eq. (4) becomes

readily seen by letting N
1 

or N
2 

be finite in Eq. (1), in which case the

corresponding term is no longer a delta function, but rather a function of AikiS) Ef .E) exp [l (klvS).QJ )]. (14)

the form sin2 hx/sin
2 
x, (where x - 1/2 S.a), which has a nearly Gaussian

shape in Its center, a full width at half-maximum (FiWH) proportional to The presence of the imperfection thus introduces an added phase factor

I/N. and wings higher than those of a Gaussian profile, with (1-2) side exp (I (GhkIA) . %]- Consider N4 to be a sinusoldal variation in

bands that are distinct if K is small and unresolvable if N Is large, spacing in the a direction, i.e.,

Limitations in the order or the size of a crystal in the dimension

parallel to the surface thus cause a different behavior than limitation of R - cos A(IS)

the crystal in the direction perpendicular to the surface caused by finite

penetration. In the latter case subsidiary maxima do not occur because where I is very small compared to a and where A is the wavelength of the

the aplitde from each plane is different. In the former, each raw of modulation. Then for the reflection Gkl*

atoms scatters the same amplitude, and therefore, If the finite-size

effects are regular, distinct subsidiary maxima can be observed. In many

cases, of course, the disorder Is random (e.g. many small ordered regions A(%k*s) - F(O.E) E exp tI(,hkl+!).rj] exp [ihkl.6 cos -A]1 (16)

of different sizes) and the subsidiary maxima wash out to leave only a

broadened Bragg peak and a diffuse background.

8.1 Clean Surfaces neglecting the term (s . b). hecause 6 is small, the second exponential

example that Illustrates generally the broadening of reciprocal- can be expanded to giny

..

- t
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Other defects that are not as easily explained in the above context

AGhkl+s) . F(90 X (x op [(.i%kl+ l can also exist at a surface. for example, subqrain (mosaic) structure in

a crystal, sbiuwn In fig. 6a, manifests itself at the surface as finite-

.1 
1
bh1 S Cos eop (i(jI) Ljl (17) size domains that have snail misorlentatlions with respect to each other.

Typical mosaic dimensions In well-grown crystals are of the order of I u am

The first tern is just the Fourier transform of the perfect crystal, while or larger, and eisorientatoas are of the order of a tenth to several

the second leads to sidebands at positions sx - t 2 v / A away from the tenths of a degree. This misorlentatlon causes a broadening of all

main peak. if the crystal has a dimension Na In the a direction the rods reflections with G the normal component of a reclprocal-lattice vector,

will be broadened, with a ff614 of the rods in the a direction of as Is illustrated in Fig. 6b. The broadening Is easily understood by

As. - 2-/NI. If A ).ITa. the sidehends merge with the main rod and recognizing that each crystallite has its ame reciprocal lattice nomal to

cause further broadening that Increases with Increasing h because of the its surface and that these most have a comon origin. Misorientations of

factor _kl . If A (( NIa, the extra intensity goes into a background o.11 are readily observable by making angular profile measurements at

and leaves the main rod unchanged in width but reduced in Intensity. various energies (i.e., G

The effect on the reciprocal lattice of several types of defects can Surface steps represent an entirely different type of defect. Rony

be illustrated by consIdering their wavelength A . For exazle, most of arrangements of steps are possible on a surface, wtch distinctive effects

the Fourier components of displacements due to thermal vibrations on the reciprocal lattice. The step arrangement for which the reciprocal

have A of the order of atomic dimensions, thich Is muh smaller tham the lattice Is visualized most easily Is a monotonlcally Increasing or

dimension of a typical ordered region on a crystal surface. hence thermal decreasing step array with constant terrace sire. As shon in fig. 7, the

vibrations cause a diffuse background Intensity that reduces the intensity reciprocal lattice can be considered as the product of the terrace

at the (hk) rod but causes no broadening. Similarly, point defects have structure factor and the reciprocal lattice associated with the average

ourler components that have mostly small A , and they thus produce only a surface. This is equivalent to saying that the surface Is the convolution

diffuse background. tandem lattice strain, on the other hand, can have a of the single terrace unit with the step 'lattice'. The lattice points

much longer wavelength, of the site of the crystal, i.e., A- Zfa. Hene for this lattice represent the repeat units for the average surface. i.e.,

random strain causes broadening of reciprocal-lattice rods that Increases there Is one lattice point associated with each terrace. Because the

with increasing 54 I , the poralTal coonent of a reciprocal lattice average surface consists of many 'lattice' points, the reciprocal-lattice

vector. The dependence of the broadening e NI due to random lattice rods corresponding to the average surface will be sharp. Because the

strain at the surfacel"
) 

Is sIron schemtically In Fig. S. lattice points are far apart, the reciprocal-lattice rods are close

.. ...... .. r
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together. Their separation is inversely related to the cosine of the the size of one terrace plus one trough. IF
2
I , 

the structure factor of

angle of cut: the greater the deviation from singular, the farther apart one terrace of dimension Ba, consists of O intensity function of

these rods will be. The terrace structure factor is just the reciprocal form slnt(S . /2)/sin2(S . a/2) with maxima spaced 2./a apart (because a

lattice associated with a single terrace. Because the terrace has finite is the repeat unit in a terrace) and with i-2 subsidiary maxima. The rods

dimensions file and 112b, the reciprocal-lattice rods corresponding to a are again oriented normal to the surface. The wain weima hane a FiMel of

single terrace will he broad, as discussed earlier. The greater the Zn/Ba, and overlap three of the delta-function rods. The minima of the

deviation of toe average surface from singular, the smaller will he the terrace structure factor occur on alternate delta-fuoction rods, as do the

terrace size and hence the greater will be the broadening. It should be subsidiary waxima. IF3I2 takes the difference in z spacing between

evident that as the distribution of Intensity due to the terrace structure terraces and troughs Into account. This can easily be shown to he a

factor gets broader (i.e.. smaller terraces), the reciprocal-lattice rods function of the form jf
3
1
2
. 2[1 + cos Ih n) cos (hj, d)). uhere h . 0.

of the average surface get farther apart (i.e., the repeat unit for the 1, 2 ... is the order of the reflection and d is the height difference

average 'lattice' gets smaller). The product of these two factors, hetween terraces and troughs. If this function Is evaluated at different

analogous to Eq. (6). is observed in reciprocal space. values of Gj. it is found that its zeros occur alternately at the n • even

Other step distri tions produce different reciprocal lattices(
2 5 )

. and n - odd hrods. Te product of all three structure factors gives the

For example, If the terrace size remains uniform, hot the steps are reciprocal lattice shown in Fig. Sc. with the rods with n - 0, 2B ....

alternately up and don, the reciprocal lattice consists of rods modulated having maxlmum Intensity, the adjacent ones having about half as much

in GLthat are not Inclined, because the average surface Is flat. This Is intensity, and the subsidiary rods having a few percent of the intensity

illustrated in Fig. 8 and can he explained simply in the following of the win rods, depending on the size of a terrace. They are all, in

manner. As shown in Fig. Ba, the periodicity of the step structure Is principle, visible, although the subsidiary maxima may be quite weak.

P2Na, where N is the effective nmber of scatterers in one terrace. The The periodicity of the oscillation in G, is quite enidently related

Interferer nctlon can he described as the product of three structure to the step height, as can he seen fro. the third structure factor.

factors, one that describes the periodicity with 211, one that reflects Physically this can be interpreted as constructive and destructive

the scattering from one terrace of dimension Ha, and one that gives the interference between terraces and troughs. When the interference i

interference between terrace and trough. The first,1F1 1
2

, is a reciprocal constroctive, the diffraction does not recognize the existence of steps

lattice consisting of rods that are delta functions (because this and only the reflections corresponding to an infinite lattice with lattice

structure is infinite) spaced Pe/2Na apart, and oriented normal to the constant a appear, at znh/a. At other GS, all the other rods appear.

surface. The separation of adjacent rods, i.e., n 0 and n * 1, reflects Ad at characteristic ijs the rods at 2*/a disappear drniie all the

.S 
-
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others are present. Each rod displays the same periodicity in b. u t the period of oscillation decreases. A superposition of steps with a

with minima displaced In j because the phase shift due to G Is range of multiple-step heights leads to a distributiun in reciprocal space

proportional to h. This periodicity in G_ is reflected in all stepped as shown in Fig. i. The broadening becomes flat over most of the range

structures that have a unique step height or multiples of such a unique of G1, with very sharp minima in width occurring at the positions of

height. Thus it is always possible in such cases to extract the step constructive interference, which do not change. A physical analog of

spacing, simply from the periodicity of the oscillation or modulation in muitlatmitc steps is slip planes emanating at a surface. Slip in crystals

width of the reciprocal-lattice rods. can .esuit. for example, daring cleavage, and may result in step heights

introducing a distribution of terrace sites causes broadening of xf 20 to SW lattice constants.

reflections rather than a set of sharp delta functions. The most general 1.2 Overlayers

case, shown in Fig. 9, is for random up and down Step edges occurring at Most of the phenomena mentioned above for clean surfaces have analogs

random Intervals.(2
5

) This situation is approximated by most surfaces in adsorbed overlayers. The most commnly observed (if not the most

that are nominally flat sut contain steps. The situation is similar to cmmon) form of adsorbed monolayer is uie that Is commensurate with the

the alternate up and down terraces of uniform size, except that, because substrate (i.e., adsorbed in regular lattice sites of the substrate) and

of the randomness. the original delta-function term. IF1
2
. is absent and with a unit mesh larger than that of the substrate (i.e.. with a

i 2y
1  

does not have subsidiary maxima but Only a diffuse monotonically superiattice). Such layers are identified with a standard notation

changing intensity between the mxlma. The reciprocal-lattice rods indexed to the substrate unit mesh. such as (lIO)p()xl)-O, which

alternately broaden and narrow as Cj is changed. The periodicity of the indicates an overlayer of 0 on the W(110) face that has a unit mesh

broadening is again related easily to the step height. At the conditions dimension that is twice the substrate unit mesh dimension In the a

for which all the terraces scatter in phase, the diffraction spots will be direction and the same size as the substrate unit mesh in the b

sharp. At other js. there will be partial destructive interference and direction. 'p" indicates that the onerlayer molt mesh is primitive. i.e.,

the spots will broaden. They will be broadest (for step distributions it contains only one atom. Similarly ¥(lO0)C(2x2)-H indicates an

that contain only moatoic steps or a predominance of them) half way overlayer of Ni on the W(100) face that has unit mesh vectors twice that of

between the sharp spots. the substrate In both a and b directions. but additionally includes an

If there is a predominance of steps of a height different from atom in the center of the mesh. It is thus not primitive. An equivalent

monatomic. the broadening will be different.
(2 b

) This Is simply notation for this overlayer that dons give a primitive mesh Is

illustrated by considering all the steps to be double height, causing the (1100)p( V 2 x 1 2) R45*-H, where R450 indicates that the overlayer unit

periodicity in Gjto halve. As the step height multiplicity Increases, mesh Is rotated by 45' relative to that of the substrate. Overlayers with

4.
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a periodicity different from that of the substrate produce additional, or Any commensurately adsorbed monolayer that forms a superlattice will

superlattice. reciprocal-lattice rods. The positions of these have translational and possibly also rotational (depending on the symmetry

superlattice rods can be established by substitution of the proper of the unit mesh) aotiphase domains. A monolayer my exist In the form of

superlattice unit mesh vectors for a and b into Eq. (7), or else by an two-dimensional antiphase *sdvaS
12 1

.
Z 7

) at some finite temperature if

arfunest similar to that given by Eq.'s (9)-(13), which will demonstrate there Is a net attractive interaction between the adsorbate atoms. There

that the new Fourier components produce a "sldeband" at the proper are a number of reasons why a su'aonolayer might exist as 4 distribution

reciprocal-lattice positions. The reciprocal lattice for a complete, of Islands. the most important being kinetic limitations and substrate

infinite, perfectly ordered monolayer with a double periodicity in the & point or lne defects that act as nucleation sites. The reciprocal lattice

direction (e.g., p(2nl), p(2u), C(2x2)] is shows In Fig. Ila. The appropriate for a sutmonolayer that forms antiphase islands depends on the

intensity distribution consists of delta-function rods. coverage and on, the type of antlph4se bou"airles that can exist for the

Another form of adsorbed layer Is an 'out-of-registry' layer, where structure. A reciprocal lattice that is generally applicable at low

the spacing of the overlayer atoms is slightly different frm that of the coverages for oserluyers that form a soperiattice is shon in fig. lIb. A

substrate. If one -onsiders an atom at An origin =lining up" with a distribution of overlayer island sizes Is assumed. The Superiattice

substrate atom then the (K + )'st overlayer ato will again line up, but reciprocal-iottice rods broaden while the fondamental reflections consist

with the N'th substrate atom, leading to a superlattice with a large of a broadened contribution, due to the overlayer islands, And a delta

aelenth. The fourter transform of thts spacing gives sidebas, close function resulting Iron the periodicity imposed by the substrate. This

to the main miaximum, called satellite reciprocal-lattice rods. The nm reciprocal lattice results at any coverage for overlayer structures

formtion of satellite lines can be caused by an overlayer that may be In which rotational antiphase dnmalns are allowed [e.g. p(Znl) and

rotationally or transiationaliy out of registry, by a periodic lattice p(lx2). This is easy to anlerstand. At low coverages. islands will he

distortion of the substrate caused by overlayer adsorption, or by similar separated by a considerable amount of *sea'. Because of the translational

effects.
(5 1

'
52 )  

If the distortion or displacement has a definite period, antiphase boundaries that always exist in overlayers with a superperiod.

the satellite reflections will he sharp. Because the wavelength A of these widely separated ordered overlayer regions will he uncorrelated in

the distortion is generally large relative to a lattice constant, the phase (except at the precise Lawe condition). the diffracted intensity

stnliste reflections nih lie close to the position of the reflections from the overlayer consists of the sum of Intensities from the Individual

for the undistorted or undisplaced lattice. There should he a islands.(21,2
1

) There Is interference. however. betwen the amplitudes

mltiplicity of sidehands, at values of s. !!-, , with the one nearest scattered from the substrate and from Lhe randomly arranged islands.

the min peak being the most intense. making the relative strengths of the delta function and the scattering
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Iron the overlayer dependent on diffraction conditions.(
53
) The reason schematic diagram of an overlayer with 8 twin boundary and the resulting

that an overlayer with rotational antiphase domains acts In the same wy. reciprocal lattice in one direction. The selective broadening of some

independent of coverage. is that these domains can't Interfere with each rods can easily be understood physically by recognizing that the

other, and thus one always acts as "sea" for the other, translational mistake at a twin boundary Is less than one lattice

For an overlayer that fores only translational antiphase boundaries constant, thus causing broadening of all those rods where the phase does

(e.g. p(2x2)) the reciprocal lattice Is identical to that shon In not son up to one. and no broadening there It does.

Fig. Jib at Io coverages. At saturation coverage there is no "sea*, and Finally. overlayers may form as completely Iocommensurate layers

because the fundamental reflections are not sensitive to antiphase that. in a sense, form two-dimensional ordered rafts that hawe on definite

boundaries that occur at integral mltiples of the fundamental spacing, phase relationship to the substrate on which they are adsorbed. The

these rods will not have the diffuse wings. but will he sharp, as shows In overlayer has Its own reciprocal lattice. At any coverage below a

Fig. lic. The superlattice rods are broadened, because they are sensitive monolayer, this system behaves like a two-dimensional mosaic. I.e., there

to antiphase boundaries. is a random phase relationship hetaeen ordered islands, but. If the

If the overlayer adsorbs cmmensurately but without a superlattice substrate Is flat, there is no out-of-plane misorientation of the

(p(lxl) structure]. there obviously will he no superlattice reciprocal- overlayer Islands. If only translational randoness exists, (i.e.. all

lattice rods. If two-dimensional Islands form, the reciprocal-lattice the Islands are oriented in the sa me mnner) the reciprocal lattice is as

rods at low coverage will be identical to the fundamental reflections show% in Fig. IS. rh (00) rod Is a delta function, because the specular

shen in fig. Itb. For a p(lxl) layer there can he no rotational reflection is not sensitive to lateral phase shifts. All the other rods

aontiphase domains, nor translational antiphase domains In the sense that will be uniformly broadened. Because completely intommensurate layers

we have so far described, I.e.. occupation of the San& type of sites but will generally also Invoive rotational randsomess, the rods turn into

translationally displaced by a multiple of the substrate lattice rings of finite width, for all but the (00) rod.

constant. At saturation coverage the rods will therefore ordinarily he Islands adsorbed n a substrate cause a modulation of the shape of

sharp, as shown in Fig. lic for the fundamental reflections. However, a the fundamental reflections with BLfor the sm reasons that steps do,

translational antiphase boundary of a different type can occur. This namely there occurs an interference between substrate and adsorhatv

requires the occupation of two types of sites, e.g., hcp and fcc sites on layer. Far self-adsorbed layers, which form p(lxIj structures, this is

an fcc (1i1) surface. The resulting antiphase boundaries (called twin or obvious, because they ore directly analogous to terraces. The some

stacking-fault boundaries in bulk films or crystals) cause selective reciprocal-lattice rod shapes described for step strectures are possible

broadening of some of the reciprocal-lattice rods. Fig. 12 shows a for such systems. For systems In which the overlayer atom Is different

- I
-
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from the substrate atom a weak modulation of the shape of fundamental sensitivity and its resolving power. An lnstrsina cannot be optimized in

reflections should also exist, but it may no longer he simply oscillatory both; maximum sensitivity can only be achieved at the expense of

with the Inverse of the layer spacing. Because the scattering factors are resolution and vice versa.

different for substrate and overlayer atoms, there may be a phase A. Sensitivity

difference upon scattering from the overlayer and substrate. This phase In a diffraction experiment one is, in essence, conting

adds to that due to the path difference and may shift the minima or particles arriving In a particular direction, and therefore the best

distort the period of modulation. obtainable ratio of the Intensity of the true signal to the noise current

In this section an have summarized basic elements of diffraction can he described by the well-known relationship between signal and shot

theory, in the kinematic limit. We have shown how surface-sensitive noise()

diffraction techniques can be discussed in terms of the Ewald construction

and the relevant reciprocal lattice. A number of reciprocal lattices that Jtrue t)1
/ 2

.

correspond to various types of surface disorder have been presented. A -sh noise

perfect instrument has been assumed thronghout this section. In the next where I Is the incident-bean current, t is the time of measurement,

section W take the opposite approach. We assume that the crystal Is and v is the probability of measuring a diffracted particle for each

perfect but that the instrument, like all real Instruments, has a finite incident particle. a can therefore e identified with the sensitivity in

sensitivity and a finite resolving power. ie discuss the Influence of a measurement, It includes hoth physical factors, such an scattering

these limitations on the measurement of diffracted intensities and On the powers and the inelastic-scattering cross sectiOn, and Instrumental

accuracy of surface crystallographic determinations, factors, such as detector size and sensitivity. It Is clear fron Eq. (18)

1ll. The Measurement of Diffrac 2dointenslty Distributions that the simplest way to Increase the signal-to-shot-noise ratio is to

A diffraction experiment requires the creation of a beam of increase the dose, i.e.. to raise the Incident current I or measure for a

radiation to use as a probe, and the detection, at specific diffraction longer time t. in surface diffraction experiments It is frequently not

geometries. of the radiation scattered elastically by the sample. For possihle to Increase I arhitrarily hecuse structural or chemical changes

accurate structural analysis, the Intensities must he precisely are introduced as a result of surface heating. It is also not possible to

weasurahle. and Intensities scattered Into different directions or at measure for arbitrarily long times, because the surface becomes

different energies must be distinguishable. The performance of a contaminated. Surface contamination Cue, In fact, be Considered the 1;f

diffractometer in these respects can be described In terms of Its or flicher noise in the measurement. In addition, electron beam damage Is

dose-dependent, and many surfaces and overlayers are quite sensitive to

electron beams in the applicable energy ranges.
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In LIED and RHEED, lou sensitivity manifests itself In the Inability and energies In reciprocal space. The major sources of Instrumental

to measure the intensity of small peaks accurately and reproducibly or to broadening In diffractometers are the locidet-heam divergence or "source

ootain an intensity map with sufficient data for reliable structural extenslon', V , of the electro, gun; the energy uncertainty In the

analysis in the time available before the surface structure begins to Incident beam. A E; the icld-.it-beam diameter. D; and the detector

change. The magnitude of the background Intensity is also significant, aperture udth, d. As discussed by Park et al.,(S6) the Instrument

because the shot noise is proportional to the sum of the true and response function, the distribution In mmntum of all the electrons

background Intensities. A large background can therefore significantly arriving at the detector If the sample Is perfectly periodic, will be

degrade the reliability of Intensity data.

The most effective approach to improving the signal quality is to l(I.E -(D.E) M * t(SE)E T($,t) 0  (E)d. (?I)

Increase the sensitivity of the instrument. This will be addressed

briefly later. The total Instrument response measured for a typical comercially

B. Resolving Power available LEED Instruent has a Gaussilan profile near Its center, with

Instrumental factors also limit the resolving power of the wings that are more Lorentzln. Response functions have to our knowledge

Instrument. i.e., they cause a loss in attainable accuracy in measuring not been measured accurately for RlEED, grazIng-angle a-ray diffraction.

the shapes of reciprocal-lattice rods. It Is possible to quantify this or atomic-beam Scattering systems.

contribution.(
5 5

) If T(JIE) represents the broadening, or instrument The different uncertainties that make up T(A..E) influence the

response. function.(5
6

) the measured intensity is given by the accurate determination of the reciprocal lattice in different ways, some

convolution. causing Inaccuracies In §j1. others in G1 but most In both. It is

J ( I.() - i(J.E) 0 T(J.E). (19) instructive to consider the contributions to T(9.E) separately using the

or equivalently reciprocal lattice of a two-dimensional perfect crystal. Figure 14

J(S)- 1(5) 0 T(A). (20) Illustrates some of these contributions. in both real and reciprocal

I(S.E) a 1(A). the true signal. results from the Incoherent sam of space. Consider first an uncertainty in the energy of the Incident

diffraction patterns of Individual electrons all with the same momentum. beam. In order to isolate Just this one uncertainty, assume n Infinitely

I( J.t) is a delta-function If the surface Is perfect and Is a function narrow parallel beam. I.e., two coanial rays, with slightly different koI
with sae angular spread or "physical width' If the surface Is not vectors, falling onto an infinite. perfectly periodic two-dimensional

perfect. I( $.E) can be thought of as a shape function, whose Integral Is crystal. The reciprocal lattice and diffraction geometry for the (00)

unity, that distributes the true Intensity I( E,) over a range of angles reflection are shown in Fig. Iga. Because the wave vectors k must all end
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on a rod, It is clear that an averaging In Gi results, i.e., all values of point for rays. hen the COlte bem cn be described by the
Intensity along the rod between the extremal value of the k vectors are pantfo as n the ere ce decribed the

Cnvolution, as In Eq. (21), of the dinergence contrlbutlon and the

sampled. No broadening of the specular [(00)] beam results frm an flaltebeam-sme Contribution. Thus for the purposes Of describing the
energy uncertainty in the Incident beam because the It vectors are all Influence Of the beam divergence assume that It Is possible to focus

parallel. Thus for an Infinite. perfect, two-dimensional crystal, if only perfectly, i.e.. to etk en Infinitely narrow hem at the detector that
an energy uncertainty exists in the incident beam, the (00) diffraction does. however. have sme divergence. The corresponding real- and

leak will oe a delta function In angle whose Intensity Is some integral of
the intensiy along the rod over the range in that Is sampled, reciprocal-space dagrms for the (00) rod are shown In Fig. l4c. As for

For nonspecular beams, an energy uncertainty In the Incident hema 1.. -
vectors are also not parallel. However, If It in a$S5amed that thIs heam

causes uncertainty in Ias well as an iitegration over a range in G1, as Is focussed at the detector, there Is on broadening In ll due tO the beam

shown in Fig. 14b. The I vectors must still fall onto the rod, giving the Ivegeced
-- divergence.

average Tn tj, but In order to do so, they emanate frm the crystal at If the focussing conditions ar set to locus the (00) beam on the
various angles of Incidence. For an Infinitely narrow, parallel Incident detector, none of the other diffracted beams will be in focus. This can
beam, this would produce a diffracted beam that has a finite width at the

detector. As indicated belo , such a finite width represents an inability t ee fro m ' m r s or eted di fre n th r t t o the Icidnt

to determine precisely the value of -1fl because It will give a reflection beam. Then for any hem other than the ne that in chosen for best focus,

broadened In angle. Thus for nonspecular reflections, an energy beam diverge n y beam olso than t netat I n for est focus.

uncertainty gives a measured profile that Is so sample over as shown In ig.unceltait gvle on siprfie. tha14d. If the Incident beam is focussed on the sample, all diffracted beams
as well, the value of Is imprecisee.

A similar situation obtains If there Is an angular divergence in the The Important quantity In conniderlng the contribution of finite beam
incident beam. It is, however, samewhat more complicated ta visualize. width to the resolving power Is the hem width at the detector. After
The condition of minimu Influence of angular divergence occurs If the

beam Is focussed such that the particular iffracted heam that is being r e s e r g e u r e r am a aall e h t at ha a e

measured has minimum size at the detector. Even the best focussing effort g ie e s e o t eat t he de e t r a ch ay th s h em ill
will result In a beam that has a finite size and finite divergence at the

he incidentt at the origin of reciprocal spce, hence no anelreging

detector. Finite beam size and finite divergence can be treated
separately by considering each point In the beam area to be the focal over GI results from finite hem dieter. Uncrtaity in results

because a finite beam diameter translates Into en angular ucertainty.
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The angular width differs for different beams, as shown In Fig. Ide. It 9jin -[(bT 
+ 
X% bT)

2 
- (b

T 
- b h') ]

11 2  
2 2b

T 
(X%)1/2. (2Z)

will be most severe for bems near normal exit. A lens before the

detector may be used to focus a paralle beau to reduce the effect of beau tquation (22) represents the worst possible case for the resolving power

diameter if the beam is itself parallel.(
5 6 )  

of a given instrument. because it Is based on extremaf values of signal

The effect of finite detector aperture size Is the same as that of allowed by the error bars. The uncertainty in the measurement, X, Is

finite beau diameter, i.e.. It causes a broadening in R11 because of the clearly related to the system sensitivity, and thus Is a function of the

angle subtended by the detector at the sample. Unlike that of the finite incident beam current, the detector efficiency, and the measurement

beam diameter. the angular width of the finite detector aperture is not tile. Methods to Increase the resolving power by improving electron gun

dependent on exit angle of the beam, as shown In Fig. 14f. characteristics to give a better instrument response and by Improvini

Several of these contributions Influence the resolving power detector efficiency to give greater sensitivity are briefly addressed in a

differently in different directions, causing asymetr Ic-spot -shape later section.

effects. To illustrate this, consider again the energy uncertainty in the It has been mentioned earlier that different diffraction techniques

incident beam. for the (00) beam. It causes Integration only in G For observe the reciprocal lattice in different ways. The limiting cases are

nonspecolar reflections uncertainty in _ also results, bet for some those appropriate for tEED and for RatED. In the former, the incident

configurations, e.g., when k and k are coplanar, broadening occurs In beam is generally nearly normal to the surface, and the most frequently

only one direction in . Ihis can be readily visualized with the help observed diffracted beams are those that emaute nearly normal to the

of the reciprocal-lattice constructions in Fig. 14. surface. In the latter, the Incident beam is very near grazing incidence

The above discussion has illustrated the various contributions to (fractions of one degree to several degrees), and the diffracted beams

T(P.E) and their effect on a measurement. It Is evident that the likewise exit near grazing angles. The two techniques therefore give

instrument response differs at different diffraction conditions. The quite different cuts through the reciprocal lattice, with a consequently

resolving power of an instrument at any diffraction condition can be significant Influence on the resolving power. In LEED, the beams

quantified by defining a minim angle of resolution. If one represents emanating near backward directions represent cuts nearly perpendicular to

the instrument function T(A,) by a Gaussian with a full width at half- a reciprocal-lattice rod. For a cut that is strictly perpendicular to the

maximum, bl, and the accuracy to which this width is known and to which a rod, no averaging in G. esults except that introduced by the instrument

measurement J(iE) has been made as X. then the smallest value of the response, l(b.t). Any other cut through a rod always gives an integral

width of a signal 1(IE) that can be resolved by the instrument is
( 5 5

) over GL in addition to that Introduced by T(.E). This is an important

disadvantage In many experiments, especially on surfaces with defects, as

- , ~1



discussed in the next section, where several of the ways of measurtng Is greater, negating to sne degree the effect of the sall angle.

diffraction spots are more fully explored. Cuts not perpendicular to a Nevertheies, for a 11 exit angle and a l keY beam, the angular width

rod also have an important positive consequence, however, in that they ('streak length*) of a reflection should he ahet senew times that

increase the resolving power in the plane of the cut.
(5

?
) 

This can easily observed for LEED at ISO cv and normal exit. and hence the resolving power

he seen by considering a rod with finite width AGI . A Cut normal to the is more thian seven times as great in the plane defined by A and the

rod will give an angular width surface normal. In the plane perpendicular to this one the resolving

power is. in fact. smailer than that of LEED by the ratio of the lengths

at. fU" . (73) of the k vectors.

The resolving power of the instrument Is meaningful only in terms of

the real-space distances that can be resolved. Sam simple examples will
The intensity function with this width, is. of course, convoluted with the Illustrate that for a given Instrumeot, the resolving power depends on the

Instrument function. Whether It is resolvable depends on the minimum type of defect that is present on the surface. We assume an instrument

angle of resolution,v*.tn. A cut at an angle #will give an angular width with a inium angle of resolutoi n, - 0.5% typical for a conventional

LEED system at SO ef. We consider three cases:
(55 )

A,. rio~r (24) (1) nsaic structure with translationally rang phases only

In this model the surface Is flat, but has domains of mosaic

structure that are separated by random phases In a direction parallel to
nhere 4its the angle the exiting beam makes with the surface normal. Thus the surface. An example might he a saturation-coverage incommensurate

as 3 increases, a9tincreases until, at an exit angle of I', the angular sverlayer consisting of many domains that have random translational phase

width measured (in the plane of A and the surface normal) for a rod of a relationships. Within each domain, the structure Is assmed perfectly

given width xGI is cheat 541 tines that newr normal cult. As the periodic with a lattice constant a. for simplicity, all domains are

mininom angle of resolution Is not significantly affected by exit angle assumed to have the stee size. Iia. The Interference functon Is given by

(because of the dominance of the beam-size contribution to the Iostrument Eq. (7).

response in typical systes(58)), It becomes possible to distinguish ouch

tinz yNJ(-%~'S. 1smaller AGi a nd hence the resoling power Increases, A cut at 45" at _.' _ I I it "s)
LEED energies increases the angular width of a reflection by 1.4; a cut at sinsl (0hs pe ca

'

is' increases It by a factor of 3. In RHEED, the length of the k vector

1 /3
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where I1 is the total number of atoms in each domain, and M is the umber exists etween the donatns, this Is the approximate situation for many

of domains within the diameter Of the incident beam. For a normally cd(mensurate overlayers with high-symmetry superlattice structures [e.g.

tncident beam, the Vil, bi, of the inteosity fanction Is related to the p(
2
x2)] at their saturation coverage. If there are a roughly equal nuber

donate size by of each type of untiphase domae, all of size %lx, the saperiatttce bragg

reflections will be spiit into two peaks separated by an angle
(
ss

)

bI - o.888a/(hla) (a
2 

_ h
2 

A2)1/2, (26)

b
I  - Willa (a

2 
- h 2)

|
1

2  
(2e)

where A is the wavelength of the electron and h is the order of the

Otifracted beam fron a set of surface rums. i.e. (00). (10), (20). etc.. where the angular separaion b reflects the periodicity introduced by the
For tee first-order (h . I) diffractioe maxim for diffraction fro a

repetition of antiphase boundaries at regular Intervals given by i'a, the
surface with a lattice constant &I - 3 A the maximum size of flat mosaic donin size. The mielmum angle of resolution is theet interpreted as the
donato that the instrument cay resolve is smallest angular separation of the two spots that the instrument can

resolve. for -tin -m -m*, E - 50 eV, a . 3A, and h - I, the largest
(tM ae=O tie 

2  
- 2150(21)antiphase domatn of this type that the instrument can resolve Is

If -$'. n is improved to 0.2
*
. either by increasing the accuracy of the W 2 21/2

w()ax  aP in(a - t) 240 (f9)

measurement or by Improving the instrument response, the malximm domain

size that can be resolved Is Zia)mau 535 A.

As can be seen from Eq. (27), the mxim m observable domain size (3) flat (ontie~goos sorfaice layer with translational anc ipease

depends on the energy of the incident heam, the order of the diffracted
boundaries and randon-size donains.

heam (hence the incident and exit angles), the lattice constant, and the if the dkonains in mdel 2 are nut the same size. but haxe a

iniexan angle of resolution. random distribution Of slizes, with Only translational mntipha boundaries

(2) flat continuous surface layer with translational antiphase
hetween them, then instead of splitting, the superlattice Bragg

boundaries and equai-size domains. reflections will be broadened. Ihe Fir hi Is related to the average

If the surface consists of a continuous phase containing domain size, (fia), by(
5 5 )

translational wetiphase boundaries, instead of a continuous phase with

random phase boundaries as in Model I. a definite phase relationship A -(• (3-i

-(a--hi

C "-
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IV. Surface Crystallography Measurments

where In this section, the major types of surface crystallography

measurements are described and the limitation of these measurements

± (4f fZ )/f and f I - 2a/<Nla>. explored with reference to the last section.

A. Diffraction Patterns

Again for Om .n-, E - SO eV, a 3 A, and h * I the maximum average The most ceon diffraction measurement is, of course, the

doain size that the Instrument can resolve Is (hta), 155 A. observation of the diffraction pattern. Fro. It the size and shape of the

it is evident iron this discussion that for a given Instrumental surface unit mesh and the existence of any superlattice can be obtained by

response the resolving power differs for different types of defects that inspection. Simply the presence or absence of reflections, their position,

limit the order on a surface or in an overlayer. In addition, the and their behavior with Incident-bean energy can be used in Investigations

resolving power my be different In different directions and for different of the overlayer symmetry, the nature of the defects present, and the

techniques. Similarly the sensitivity may differ for different techniques existence of possible phase transformations In an overlayer. Fig. ISa

and different instruments. S diffraction measurements require high illustrates the corresponding LEED geometry in real and in reciprocal

sensitivity, others high resolving power. In the next two sections we space. Fig. 16a Illustrates the equivalent R141E geometry. Generally the

discuss the major types of diffraction measurements and the optimization sensitivity of the diffractometer is of greater concern then the resolving

of diffractometers in terms of sensitivity and resolving power. power In overall visual observations, particularly In the search for

*weak" diffraction features that may Indicate the presence of an overlayer

phase.

R. Equllibrlum Position Determinations

Ihjch of the activity in LEED has been in the determination of the

equlllbritm position of surface or overlayer atoms. Other surface-

sensitive diffraction techniques have, on the other hand, essentially not

been used i" this way. Although the required data may be obtained in a

variety of ways. the most common form is a measurement of the integrated

Intenstty-vs-energy profile (comoinnly called an "I vs V" curve h more

properly identified as a 'detectorhk(o,[) d a vs E curve). . In this

measurement, the intensity in a particular reflection J,( S1)

.. 1
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integrated over the solid ongle of the detector, d0. d~d., , is detector, kecause it subtends a constant solid angle at the crystal.

determined as a fonction of Incident-beam energy, effectively scanning the collects an increasingly large fraction of the Intensity In the hrillouin

reciprocal lattice in Gijat flied l This is illustrated for LEO in zone (including thermal diffuse scattering Intensity) as the energy is

real nd reciprocal space In Fig. 16b. The sensitivity of the increased. The effect is In all cases a more or less monotonically

diffractometer is of primary importance in this measurement. Frequently increasing backgrond in '1 vs V curves, which causes a worse signal-to-

this is simply because some peaks in the diffracted intensity (e.g., from noise ratio and a consequently larger uncertainty for high-energy peaks.

fractional monolayers) are small. In other cases electron beam damage to Additionally, for a surface containing randomly distributed steps, the

the overlayer or surface structure requires use of as low a total dose as intensity distribotlon oscillates In width along the reciprocal-lattice

possible. Frequently, however, the need for sensitivity Implies simply a rods. (Fig. g) and as a result, as Fig. If Illustrates. the fraction of

need for speed in data acquisition. because a large data base Is required the Bragg intensity that is collected can vary rapidly even within a few

for accurate analysis of the equilibrium positions, and because the LE el. This phenomenon can distort peak shapes or shift peaks in integrated-

intensity is usually quite sensitie to surface contamination. intensity-vs.-energy measurements.

The integrated-intensity-vs-energy measurement represents a Although a high resolving power is not a priori necessary for

determination of the Interference among the several layers that are integrated-intensity measurements, the instrument response function must

illuminated by the Icident beam (see Fig. 3). Because an Integral is at least he well known in order to extract reliable data. This can be

usually taken over the width of a particular reflection, illustrated as follows. Because LEEf instruments in different

AG " k cos O Al, finite-size effects are not resolved and generally laboratories commonly have different heam parameters snd detector widths,

will not affect the equilibriom-position determination. This need not he and because Intensity-vs-enery data are usually collected with the

true in all cases, however.(
5 9

) The possihle influence of finite-size detector centered on the maximuo intensity rather than by scanning through

effects on 'intensity-vs-energy' profiles can be Illustrated with Fig. 17. the reflection, the measured -integrated intensity
which shows a LED measurement at varlous energies for a surface that Jdetector Jhk (IE) d u can differ markedly for the same Ink (J.) (i.e..

contains random steps. An Integrated-intensity measurement Is obtained by for surfaces with identical structures and degree of order). Thus, for

using a detector (Faraday cup or telephotometer/screen) with a fixed reliable equilibriom position determinations, a knowledge of T (OE) is a

aperture size chosen to be 'large enough to collect the whole diffracted necessity to allow an accurate evaluation of what the measured intensity

beam'. this means In practice that the detector is approximately the size represents.(
5 9 )

of the full width at half-waxuimu of the hem at some energy and the Intensity-vs-energy measurements are much more difficult with RHE D

measurement Is 
1
detector~hk(.t) d I vs E. However, a fixed-aperture because it Is not possible to obtain the Intensity Integrated over a GII

.-I

-I°
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at any point G1.on a rod. Any finite-size effect gives a broadened rod. atoms. the structural analysis emphasizes a fit between peak positions In

Because the Eald sphere cuts reds at a gratsg angle to Sikt, a streak calculations and experiments. For simple structural problems (relaxation

results. In principle, it Is possible to use a very small detector to of the outer layer of a clean metal, overlayers With wall unit mesh)

obtain the Intensity along this streak to get an intensity-vs-energy visual comparison has been used successfully for structure determination,

profile. This measurement, is however, complicated by instrument response because the eye acts as an excellent discriminator and/or noise filter.

(leading to some integration in Gjat every point in the measurement) and For comparisons of large amounts of data, as Is required with larger unit

by the distribution of intensity in lII on the cut across the rod that is meshes, this becomes cumbersome. As a result, automated criteria, called

made by the Ewald sphere. Hence such measurements may not reflect very reliability or R-factors, have been developed.(
60
) R-factors are single

reliably the integrated intensity as a function of I numbers sunmarizing the level of agreement between sets of curves, a small

It is customary in LEED to calculate directly the intensity R-factor Indicating better agreement. In order to be useful in

distribution expected from a given model structure and to compare this discriminating one structural model from another, R-factors should be

With the neasured Intensity. A number of calculations for different sensitive to surface atom equilibrium positions but Insensitive to

structures are required to search for the most probable structure. in x- nonstructural parameters such as the scattering potential or even to other

ray diffraction, -here the interaction of the radiation with the material structural parameters such as surface defects or thermal disorder.

is Weak, a single-scattering or kinematic calculation of the diffracted Lnfortunately, because an R-factor can be sensitive to any of a number of

Intensity is usually sufficient for structural analysis. Because of the fiutores Sn a "I vs V* curve, e.g., peak positions, slopes, relative peak

strong interaction of electrons with the material, there are usually heights, small peaks, large peaks, etc., it Is difficult to design one

strong multiple-scattering events in LEED and RHEE. The energy positions that objectively measures the best fit between theory and experiment.

of intensity ma ima in a diffracted beam depend on the relative phases of Attempts to develop a globally sensitive R-factor have so far

the electron waves diffracted from the atoms In the surface. and thus failed.(
6 0

) Ax stogie A-factor presently in use is totally satisfactory

depend both on the positions of the atoms and the phase shifts upon for reliable structure analysis. The best structure analysis results from

scattering from the atoms. yhe intensities are Influenced by a number of an average of all A-factors. The spread in R-factor values for any

effects, including thermal vibrations, structural order, energy loss structure may he significant for structure determination: the mailer

mechanisms, and experimental factors. Dynamic LtEED theories, which this spread, the more likely the structure is correct, independent of the

Include the multiple scattering, have been developed and used for most absolute values of the R-factors.(
6 0 )

surface structure determinations.(
13 "
lf) Because of the sensitivity of the existence of multiple scattering in principle makes electron

the energy positions of peaks In .1 vs t' curves to geometric positions of diffraction very sensitive to small structural differences.

.3
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Unfortunately, the resulting theoretical problem also becomes quickly C. Structural Defects

unmanageable in terms of the computing time needed to perform a range of A major and increasingly popular application of surface-sensitive

structural searches. One approach that alleviates this difficulty is to diffraction techniques Is in the determination of surface defects. The

limit the required range of search by extracting the single-scattering required measurement Is the angular distribution of intensity in

intensity in 1 vs t" curves and using it to provide likely bounds to some individeal diffracted beamsfJ, ( .V) d s$. When this measurement is

of the structural parameters. Because It depends only on the momentum made at various diffraction conditions (e.g.. energy, angle of

transfer vector S and not on ko and k, the single-scattering intensity can Incidence. various diffracted beams), different surface defects can be

be determined by making a number of measurements at constant mnmentum identified because of their differing. but characteristic, influence on

transfer. S. and averaging them.(
6

.62) The single-scattering intensity the heam profile. The precision of such measureaents depends on the

can then be interpreted aith simple modifications of methods that were resolving power of the diffractometer, as already indicated. This

developed for x-ray diffraction to provide approximate values of surface Implies a need for highly accurate measurements and good electron beam

or overlayer atom structural parameters. Two ways of making "I vs E" characteristics, including low divergence and energy spread and a small

measurements that keep S fixed but change k and k so that the multiple beam size. as well as a small detector aperture. Although much work has

scattering changes are shown In fig. 18. recently been done on Increasing both sensitivity and resolution,

especially In LEED diffractimters, very high resolution can be obtained

only at the expense of sensitivity. Thus most high-resolution surface

defect studies are so fur mode on static defect distributions on

surfaces stable against beam damage or rapid contamination, where

sufficient time is available to signal average the intensities.

Angular-profile measurements can be made in a number of different

ways. These are shown schematically In real and reciprocal space in

Figs. IS c, d. and e, and in Fig. i6b. In the most comonly used LEED

method, show In fIg. 15, the detector Is scanned through a diffracted

bm. In the second method (Fig. thd) the detector fixed and the crystal

is rocked so that the desired reflection moves across the detector.

There are two advantages of this method. The cut across a rod is

flatter than If the detector is moved, because it has a radius of
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rather than [kj and, because the triangle k . k, S stays fixed, the is suppression of inelastically scattered electrons. including the

scattering angle 20 is constant. As a result, there are no variations quaslelastic' thermal diffuse scattering. The angular distribution of

in the scattering factor f(O,E) across a profile with this method.
( 6 3 )  

these electrons will in general differ from that of the elastically

Asymmetries In angular profiles caused by a changing f(n.t) can he scattered ones, and will therefore distort a measuret of the latter,

significant over the width of a Briliouln zone, especially at low especially In the wings of the angular profile, withc art the most

energies where f(o.E) can vary rapidly with angle and where the width of sensitive to the defect density and defect distribution. It is not a

a zone represents a large angular change (i.e.. the diffracted-bean simple task to remove inelastically scattered electrons tile at the

separation is large at low energies). The disadvantage Is that a same time not disturbing the angular distribution of the elastically

mechanical motion. i.e.. tilting the sample, Is required. This scattered ones. The usual method of suppression of inelastically

generally cannot be done as accurately as scanning the detector, scattered electrons Is with a high-pass filter consisting of a

especially if electronic detection is used. In addition, the angle of retarding-potential grid In front of the detector. It has bee shonw(9)

incidence changes, introducing possible multiple-scattering effects that, In order not to disturb measurably the angular distribution of the

Involving other diffracted beams. The third method for angular profile diffracted electrons passing through a typical LEE grid structure, the

measurement, (Fig. lie), advanced originally for LEED intensity-vs. retarding bias on the grid can be no more than thot h0-90 of the

energy profile measurements(
6

,1
8

), consists of scanning the energy of energy of the diffracted beam. This implies thut oil those

the incident beam sufficiently so that the diffracted beam moves across tnelastically scattered electrons that have energies within lO-2lf of

a fixed detector. The cut across the rod is elongated for diffracted the elastically scattered electrons will contribute to the measured

beams near normal incidence, which, as has been discussed, can be both profile. In order to remove this contribution, it is necessary to know

an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is high resolving power the angular distribution of those ielastically scattered electrons that

in the plane containing the surface normal and the diffracted beam. The pass throwgh the grids, it is usually assumed to he a constant, in

disadvantage Is the large range of 
6 jthat is included, causing an which case a constant buctground can be subtracted from the angular

uncertain interpretation of the beam shape if the rod Itself has profile. Alternate methods for measuring the elastically scattered

structure. A second disadvantage Is the possible Introduction of electrons while suppressing the inniusticwlly scattered electrons

multiple-scattering effects that are dependent on energy. An advantage involve the use of magnetic fields or special geometries of a Faraday

Is that no mechanical motion is required. cup.
(4 6 )  

Ike most accurate measurement of the elastically scattered

There are a number of inherent difficulties In making LEED angular- electron current accurate can he made with an electron energy analyzer

profile measurements with high precision. The most Important of these In front of a Faraday cup collector. Detectors will e discussed in a

- 1
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later section. where <uZ Is the mean square vibrational amplitude of surface and near-

Although a major fraction of the inelastically scattered electrons surface atoms, u the scattering angle, x the wavelength of the

can always be removed without noticeably affecting the angular profile, radiation. f the temperature. m the mass of the surface atoms, k
8

the remaining inelastic-scattering intensity can cause significant noise Boltzmann's constant, and O0  the effective surface lebye temperature

in the wings of the profile. Statistical noise goes up as the square of the material. Most materials have a value of 214 of the order of 2 or

root of the signal plus background; thus even after background 3 at room temperature and 100 eV incident-heam energy. Figure ig shows

subtraction, the elastically scattered Intensity may have large a plot of the dependence of the thermal-diffuse-scattering Intensity

uncertainties. integrated over a Brillouin zone on 214. The phonon scattering can he

An even mere serious problem is the thermal diffuse or phonon considered to consist of one-phonon and multiphonon contributions. The

scattering.(63
- 6 5

) Because the energy losses (or gains) associated with multiphonon scattering is uniformly distributed(
6

4.hS) over the

phonons are only at the order of tens of meg, they are too small to be Brillouln zone, while the one-phony scattering is peaked near the

resolved with the energy resolution typically achievable at the energies diffraction maximum and falls off roughly as 1/111. where AI is the

of LEED or RHiEO hxperiments.(
6 6
) Thus phonon scattering is present to deviation parameter (see Eq. (6)) parallel to the crystal surface.(

6 4 )

some degree in all angular profiles of diffracted intensity. The The multiphonon scattering can thus he removed by subtracting a constant

magnitude of the phonon contribution to the total intensity can be background. The one-phonon scattering must he modeled(
6
T) on the basis

roughly estimated from a knowledge of the Debye temperature of the of the value of 2M and the resulting integrated intensities from Fig.

surface urer investigation or from a measurement of the Debye-ialler 9.

factor of this surface. The Debye-iailer factor, obtained by measuring The simplest and most reassuring experiment that serves at least

the decay of the Bragg peak intensity with increasing temperature at any approxlmately to estimate the phonon scattering Is to compare

energy, measurements of angular profiles of a high-quality surface taken at low

and at high temperatures. If no differences are observed In the two

J(. T
2
) - J(s, T,) ep (-2M) (31) profiles, the phonon scattering Is not a significant factor in the

angular distribution, to the accuracy that it is measured. The phonon

gives the value of scattering can be reduced by proper choice of the diffraction parameters

(i.e. measurements at low mntom transfer). With the assumption that

214 ($. u>
2  

4. (sin 20) 112/2 m k, %2 , (32) the phonon scattering does not dlepfnd significantly on surface or

overlayer order or defect density, the profile measured on the high-
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quality surface will serve as an Instrument response function that also Measurements of the streak length at various temperatures Indicate,

accounts for the thermal diffuse scattering contribution to the angular however. that this effect is not sigilicant.(68) The possibly most

profile taken on the surface containing defects. significant contributions to streak length cme from defects such as

Angular profile measurements In RHEED are illustrated in Fig. steps or long-rage curvature of the crystal surface. 
(
"

7
-

1
"

3 )  
Steps

16b. These could be made with a moveable detector or by scanning the can cause considerable broadening of rods (see Fig. g). A cut with the

patterns with a vidicon. Experimental considerations (discussed belo") Ewald sphere at the appropriate conditions will lead to long streaks,

make it practical to deflect the beam across a fixed detector, while at slightly different aogles of Incidence a short streak or spot

however.(
6 8
) Intensity contour measurements along a streak

( 5 1 " 6
0) will be observed.(

6
8) Long-range curvature may also he important.U

1
.

indicate that visual observation is not adequate to determine streak Because the beam has a projected area on the sample that is quite large

length. The FlWH of the streak along Its long direction is much 1. at grazing angles, areas with many slightly differing surface

than the length observed visually. Nevertheless, a streak of orientations (due to crystal mosaic) may participate In the

considerable length is measured In many circumstances. We have already diffraction. This will provide (Fig. 6b) a rod that gets Increasingly

considered two possible contributions to the RHEEO streak length, the broad with increasing G
6
j , allowing a long streak as the EmaId sphere

finite instrument response and the cut of the Ewald sphere across the passes through the rod. It was noted some years ago
( 7 ,

'
7 2 ) 

that 'good'

rod, but have discounted them as the principal causes of streak length surfaces gave short streaks or spots, a result that is being

for typical instruments and hiqh-quality surfaces. Inelastic scattering increasing1y verified.(
6 8
) The various factors discussed above make It

will also contribute to streak length. RHEtl measurements are usually generally more difficult than In LIED to interpret a RlEtl angular

made without any retarding bias; because no potential is applied to the profile quantitatively and thus to exploit the greater resolving power

fluorescent screen and. because it takes of the order of 1000 e or more that Is available In RaEED.

to exclte the phosphor, the screen Itself acts as a high-pass filter. D. Thermodynamics and Kinetics

Thus true secondaries de not contrib., to the RHEED Intensity. As already indicated the easiest information obtaihbnt i.ogh

However, Kikuchi lines can cause signilicast intensity variations along LIED or RHEED, simpl) by observing the diffraction pattern, Is the size

or across a RatD streak.(69) Bore Importantly, It has been suggested and shape of the surface or overlayer unit mesh. Because many

that the length of RuttD streaks Is due to the phonon scattering.
( 70

). overlayers (as well as so clean surfaces) form superlattices,

In this h,pothesis. the extra min tum needed to get to a reciprocal- investigation of the change in Intensity and the appearance or

lattice rod w the S vector no longer contacts the rods Is provided by disappearance of superlattice reflections in LED or REED patterns as a

a phononfthis clearly should contribute to the length of the streak, function of coverage, temperature, or time gives an easy way to study
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the thermodynamics of ordered phases and the kinetics of ordering or support a certain concentration of overlayer atoms. Transitions from a

disordering. The most Important measurement for these studies is simply two-phase region to a one-phase region or vice versa are, by necessity,

the dependence of the diffracted-beam intensity on temperature. With first-order, while transitions between one-phase regions my be first or

the additional Information on defects derived from the angular-proflie second-order. It Is necessary to distinguish between actual order-

measurements discussed in the last section. a complete study of disorder transitions. such as point a. where one phase goes continuously

overlayer phase transformations and ordering kinetics can be made, and or discontinuously into another, and disappearing - phase

the results of such studies can in principle be interpreted In terms of transformations, such as point c, where, as the temperature Is

adatom-adatom interactions.(41) increased, an ever smaller amount of a given phase exists, but where the

Figure 20 shows a generic overlayer phase diagram that Illustrates order in that phase does not significantly change with temperature

the main features to be expected for overlayers that can be treated because the phase boundary is nearly vertical. Intermediate between

within a lattice-gas model, i.e., a model in which the ordered state these cases is point b, where both the amount of phase and the order in

consists of overlayer atoms adsorbed comensurately Into regular the phase change, with most of the change in order coming when only a

substrate lattice sites and the disordered state consists of the random little of the phase is left.

placement of the adsorbed atoms into these sites. Incmmensurate layers The most important measuement in phase transition exporiments is

and cimmensurate-incoamensurate transitions require more complex the dependence of the Bragg intensity (the area under an angular

treatment. As can he seen, the generic phase diagram for a commensurate profile) of a particular reflection on temperature.

overlayer Is the saw as for a simple binary alloy that undergoes phase I.e.. Jbeam Jhk (DE) du vs 1. at various coverages. Three possible

separation, the atoms In the overlayer forming one component and the lragg-intensIty-vs-temperature plots for three different regions In the

vacancies the other. Thus coverage is analogous to conmposition. the phase diagram are shon schematically in fig. 20. It should he noted

major features are two-phase regions, consisting of coexisting ordered that the Intensity can decay quite differently with temperature for

and "disordered" phases (the 'disordered' phase being an ordered phase different regions of the phase diagram. Angular-distribution

of vacancies), and one-phase regions, either ordered or "disordereda. measurements are seoful in interpreting the temperature behavior and in

One-phase regions can have a width because a phase rich in one component identifying transition temperatures or equilibriam distributions of

can support a certain concentration of the other component before phase ordered phase. In order-disorder transitions, soch as point a. no

separation takes place. For overlayers. this mans that at a qiven brodening of reflections should he observed until the transition

temperature the ordered overlayer can support a certain concentration of teerature In reached. For disappearing- phase masurements, the

vacancies and the ematy lattice (an ordered phase of vacancies) can reflections broden continuonsly. but the broadening canot he observed

I I-
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until the physical width of the line exceeds the resolving power of the In the next sectIon. the most Important features of the

instrument. Usually this occurs at temperatures considerahly I~e- than Itstrfmentato required to perform diffraction experiments are

the temperature at which the phase first precipitates (or, conversely. described, emphasizing the aspects of instrumental design that optimize

disappears) for a given coverage. Instrument respons. affects the a system for particular measurements.

measured dependence of the Bragg intensity on temperature because the f. Instrmentation and Sample Preparation

angular profile changes as the order changes. the mesured Intensity at The major components of a diffractometer are a source, a sample

any diffraction geometry is the convolution of the true Intensity, goniineter, and a detector. In addition, for surface studies sample

I( SY.E), and the instrument response function, (, t). (see Eq. 19). heating or cooling, a gas handling system or evaporation source, a mass

Accurate determination of intensity-decay profiles requires the spectrometer, and a separate gun for Auger electron spectroscopy are

deconvolution of the Instrument response function from the typically available. Schematic overall views of a LEED and a RItED

measurement.1
74 )  

Measurements of "peak" Intensities are meaningless diffractometer are sham In Figs. 21 and 22- The focus of the

unless it can be demonstrated that the angular profile Is narrow discussion here will be on the gun, gnlometer, and detector.
( 75

) A

compared to the instrument response function at all measurement brief discussion of sample preparation is also included.

temperatures. This can he true only for points on the phase diagram A. Electron Guns

Such as point a, where long-range order Is preserved up to the Electron guns used in diffractoneters typically use electrostatic

transition temperature, where it vanishes, focussing and have a stple design, consisting of a thermlonic cathode,

Phase transition studies have general applicability to an axtraction electrode, an array of focussing electrodes, and

identification of the nature of the phase. including Its geometric electrostatic deflection plates for guiding the heam. Filaments are

structure; the energetics that lead to the formation of a given phase, usually made of B or thoriated i, and my be hairpin wires or ribbons.

Including adatom interactions and impurity stabilization; and the effect Indirectly heated filaments (oxide, LaB. etc.) are also used. In order

of defects or kinetic limitations on the formation or degree of order in to avoid background light and contamination of the sample due to

a phase. Measurements of phase transitions between one-phase and two- evaporation from the filament, some electron guns have off-axis

phase regions are especially interesting from the point of view of filaments. The thermionic cathode is situated in a Wehelt cylinder, a

aduton interactions, nucleation phenomena, and kinetics of ordering. can that completely surrounds the cathode except for the beam extraction

aperture, The potential on the aeumelt cylinder can be adjusted

positive or negative mith respect to the cathode, and is typically at

nearly the saw potential. Extraction of the heam is achieved with the

.... . .I
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first electrode of a unipotential lens that then focusses the initially images the crossover of the heam merging from the Weheelt cyliner of

divergent beam. This lens forms an image of the true electron source, the gun onto the detector after reflection by the crystal. The

which may he part of the hairpin or the aperture of the ehneit corresponding minimum angle of resolution for normal inldesce appears

cylinder, depending on the filament type. the filament current. and the to he of the order of .in - 0.05% compared to valwes of the order

potentials on the aeh"et cylinder and the entractien electrode. of $min , 0.S* obtainable I Systems equipped with standard guns.

lieheelt cylinder and first-lens element apertures in low-energy guns are Because of the small beam curreats achieveable with this gun, a detector

typically about t am daa or larger. The beam diameter can he decreased with gai is used, which in this systen(
1
) Is a Faraday cup With a

by reducing these aperture sizes. Snall apertures give much reduced channeltron electron multiplier.

bean currents (e.g.. Ink at io0 eV for a 0.4 m dia. first-lens recent development In low-eergy electron guns is the use of

aperture). For the 0.1 pa beam currents required With commonly used field mission sources. The major advantages of a field emitter are its

detector schemes (grids and phosphor screen, or a simple Faraday cup). a high laminosity and the fact that it is nearly a point source. The

minimum beam size of 200 um and a minimum divergence of 0.2* appear to latter In principle makes a parallel beam a possibility. This can

he achleveabte at LEEO energies with most comon guns. Changing the easily be visualized by consid -leg 4 point source situated at the focus

bias on the aehnelt cylinder with respect to the cathode drastically of a convergent lens. The high luminosity makes small beam sizes

affects the beam current and Its stability with energy, but does not practical. Although field emitters have been used in high-e -hem

affect the smallest achievable beam diameter at the focus conditions for applications for so years, it has been difficult to make a Iow-energy

typical current densities (less than 0.2 m A/crA2). At RHEED energies, beam without serious energy spread and angular divergence. because a

spot sizes can be made much smeller, high extraction potential is required with typical anode

ton-energy electron guns have not been optimized with respect to configurations. Because lenses are Imperfect, the subsequent

the parameters that glve a high resolving power. Historically beam deceleration to lou energies causes energy and angular spreading. A

currents of 0.1 uA in a spot of about 1/4 to I m diameter with a beam recent development(
12
) in anode configuration allows field emission at

divergence of 0.25 to I- have been considered adequate for LEED. potentials as low as 1500, and perhaps loier. Currents as large as InS

aulfert and ienzler(
7 6
) have constructed a magnetically focussed gun to at 150 ef with beam sizes of less than ham have been achieved.

12 )

Improve this situation. They use the concept of focussing with a long Electron guns for hlEED applications operate at voltages anywhere

solenoid to produce small-diameter low-energy beams, with beam sizes of from 5 kV to 100 kg. No particular effort has been made to optimize

the order of 40 uo
( 6

) in the imaging plane. The magnetic field Is guns in this energy range for high resolving power, but even standard

along the beam direction. The magnetic field acts as a 1:1 lens that guns are likely to be better than lou-energy guns because it Is

-~ , -
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generally easier to produce a finely focussed beam with small energy and phosphor. The major advantage of this detector is that it provides a

angular spreads at higher energies. Various types of guns are In use; visual display of essentially all the back-diffracted beams, making a

examples include guns from electron microscopes, guns In cylindrical rapid determination of the site and shape of the surface or overtayer

mirror analyzers used for scanning Auger microscopy, and high-energy CRT unit mesh possible. On the other hand, the ability to give a visual

guns. display makes the fluorescent screen an inelegant detector frem the

R. Detectors point of view of signal processing. In many applications beam currents

Signal detection In diffractometers requires the measurement of an mast be measured, Because the fluorescent screen changes an electron

energy and angle-resolved current. For LEtD, a detector mast be capable signal to an optical signal, reconversion to an electron signal is

of I) the measurement of a current of electrons at energies 10 eV ( Et C required.

10D eV, where Ep Is the Incident-beam energy; 2) energy resolution. Intensities in typical integrated-intensity-vs-energy profiles vary

I.e.. the separation of those electrons at or very near Ip from the over three orders of magnitude. requiring a similar dynamic range for

inelastically scattered electrons; and 3) angular resolution, I.e., the the fluorescent screen/detector combination. The response of a phosphor

ability to separate the current in One diffracted beam from all the screen can be assumed to be linear over the ranges of beam currents used

others, and to measure the angular distribution of current In one beam. In LEtl.
{ T ) 

However, the dynamic range of the phosphor generally does

for RHtD the energy range at which the detector operates is higher, bet sot imtch that of detectors used to measure the optical intensity in a

In principle. its capabilities east be the same as for LEES detectors, diffraction spot. Maxima tn Intensity-vs-energy profiles for typical

Iwo types of detectors are in comn use. a Faraday cup that Is iocident-beam currents may saturate the detector. If the Incident-beam

mechanically driven and a fluorescent screen with or without a set of current is reduced, the minima In Intensity-vs-energy profiles become

hemispherical grids. the most common LEE detector Is the fluorescent buried In fluorescent-screen noise, e.g., due to stray light or

screen with a set of nested grids. The inner grid Is operated at the Inelastic-scattering background. k fluorescent screen is therefore not

same potential as the sample, to provide a field-free region around the ideal for measuring beam intensities quantitatively. In some

ample. The next grid (or two grids) is set at a negative bias to applications absolute intensities are not required. For exale,

filter Inelastically scattered electrons, The outermost grid is again angular distributions are independent of beam current us long as the

operated at ground potential but is not needed for DC LEE operation, phosphor and the detector are not saturated. For such measurements, the

(if n Intensities are to be measured, actually only two grids are fluorescent screen represents a detector with a very good response.

required). The fluorescent screen Is operated at several kV positive Because the average phosphor particle size is typically of the order of

potential to give the electrons sufficient energy to excite the micrometers, the phosphor acts like a detector with a contimously
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movable. several a wide aperture, which is so small that It contributes using high-spend 35 m film. In this way the intensities of all

essentially nothing to the total instrument response. Of course, this reflections are obtained at the same time under identical conditions, a

Optical signal must still he converted into electrons, and thus the method far preferable, In terms of data reliability, to measuring the

aperture width of the Ight-sensitine detector must he Included in the Intensity-vs-energy profiles sequentially. The film is subsequently

instrument response. The dynamic range must be high for this type of mechanically scanned and digitized using a computerized

measurement. mcroensitometer. A computer program locates the diffracted bams and

An additional negative aspect of most standard fluorescent screens provides an Integrated Intensity for each beam at each incident-eam

is that they are viewed In reflection. I.e., past the sample and through energy. The time to develop and digitize the film Is long, resuiting In

the grids. Aside from the fact the sample blocks part of the field of considerable delay between a measurement and the availability of the

vm and that the grids cause a loss of more than half the light results of this measurement. A modification of the scanning procedure

Intensity from the screen because of their limited transmission (each uses a vidicon camera interfaced to a minicOmputer.(
8 1
.82) This reduces

grid has typically 0.8 to 0g transmission), viewing in reflection the delay time between measurement and availability of the results to

generally requires the detector to he 20 to 30 cm from the screen. This about a day. An assessment of the sensitivity of this method has been

causes a significant loss of intensity. Transparent fluorescent screens made by Tomet At.0
8 2 )

(glass coated with SnO2 and phosphor) have been used to avoid these Photographing the screen leads to a reduction in total measurement

problems. A light-sensitive detector can then be placed directly behind time by introducing parallel detection, rather than the serial detection

the screen.
(5 7 .7 8

) used In a telephotometer, but introduces no detector gain. A reduction

Spot telephotometers have commnly been used for recording the In total exposure of one or two orders of magnitude (from 10 16

diffracted-bew intensity from fluorescent screens. It Is difficult to electrons/em
2 

to 1014 electrons/mu
2 

for a set of Intensity-vs-energy

foliow the motion of diffraction spots on the screen with a photometer curves for all observable beams) is achieved because of the parallel

as the energy is varied, and used in the OC ode, a photometer lacks detection. However, measurements of the intensity of each reflection

sensitivity. As a result, other methods of measuring the brightness of require the same incident-been current and measurement time to achieve

the fluorescent screen have been developed. To improve the sensitivity, the same S/N ratio. uhefe these measurements are obtained simultaneously

Schrott et ai.
( 79

) have used a photodiode and synchronous detection, or sequentially. Hence, in order to achieve a net gain in tim,

modulating the suppressor grid at I00 Hz. Background light Is thus incident-beam currents must be of the saw order of magnitude as for

effectively removed. Stair et al.
( 80

) recorded intensities by photometers. The use of photography can he eliminated by using a

photographing the fluorescent screen at various diffraction conditions, vidicon camera to view the fluorescent screen directly.(
7
.

9
) In this
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detection system, the Image on the screen is focussed onto the sensitive reduction in primary-beam current of 10
6 

gives in principle the same S/h

element of the vidicon tube, which consists of tracks that are divided at the sam measarement times. Because of the finite channel width.

into a large number of channels. The distribstion of Intensity In the however, the channel plates produce a spatial broadening of the input

channels of one track Is accuumslated into a memory array, with signal. For chevron arrays this broadening Is accentuated because the

simultaneous subtraction of background light stored previously In a signal cowing into one channel in the first plate gets spread Into

second array. This background-light measurement is made, for example, several channels in the second. For a negligibly small beam incident on

by biasing the electron gun so that the beam can't emerge or by turning a typical channel size of 25 am, the Fuffi of the beam on the screen,

off the screen voltage. The height of the track as well as the after passing through the chevron plates, Is about 75-100 w., at least

magnification of the optical system can be adjusted, effectively double that of the vidicon/optics/fluorescent-screen combination. if

allowing changes In the detector dimensions relative to the intensity the resolving power Is of no concern (e.g.. in intensIty-vs-energy

distribution on the screen. The contributions of the vidicon detector profiles, where on Integral over the diffraction spot is in any case

and lens to the instrument response have been measured and shown to be taken) this combhintlon represents an excellent detector scheme. In

negligible compared to contributions from the electron eaw.(9) Thus angular-profile measurements the limited resolving power that results

this type of detector scheme Is excellent from the point of view of with this detector becomes important. Although the detector response

resolving power, although, as has been noted, the fact that grids are can, of course, he deconvoluted from the measured intensity

used affects the sensitivity and achievable S/N ratios because the distribution. it is clear that the increased sensitivity of channel

background due to ihelastically scattered electrons is large. In a plates brings a reduction in ultimate spatial resolution.

direct application, a vidicon can only measure diffracted-beam profiles Because chennel plate arrays are usually flat, the distortion

sequentially, but these can be made in real time. Despite the serial Introdued In beams entering the plates at angles away from the normal

detection, the greater sensitivity of the vidicon relative to film gives to the plates mast be taken Into account.

about the same overall measurement time for a set of reflections. The sensitivity of the detector can be further increased by

belays in the availability of the data are eliminated because the data replacing the fluorescent screen with a position-sensitive pulse

can be analyzed and displayed as they are taken. detector, With a fluorescent screen biased at typical energies of 5

The addition of a channel electron multiplier array(
8

) to the keY, the minimax measurable current (using a vidicon) Is estimated to he

detector improves the sensitivity by introducing gain into the detector, 1000 pulses/sec. A position-sensitive detector can measure individual

but decreases the resolving power. The mean gain of a chevron (dual) pulses. The first such detector that was constructed for LUDO 10)

channel electron multiplier array is of the order of 10
6

. Thus a consists of a resistive-anode encoder (RAE) preceded by a chevron
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channel electron multiplier array. An RAE Is a continuous resistive elastically scattered electrons. This detector provides excellent

film that acts as a current divider for an incoming electron pulse, thus energy resolution (of the order of the thermal spread in the incident

determining its spatial position. Although this type of detector beam) without significant loss of secondary electrons trom the cup.

determines the centroid of the arriving pulse, the spatial resolution is Because the fields outside the aperture are negligible, the angular

nevertheless not good. The spatial resolution is determined by the distribution of electrons in the diffracted beam being measured is not

extent to which the thermal noise perturbs the pulse currents. Thus a disturbed. The advantage of good energy resolution is that

trade-off between detector area and maximum allowable thermal noise inelastically scattered electrons can be eliminated to a Such greater

occurs. For a 75 am square RAE, the lateral resolution Is estimated to degree. making the background in angular profile measurements less of a

be between 300 and 400 0
(8 3

,
8

4). The RAE can accomodate 50 kHz pulse problem. Finally. a Faraday cup detector Is the only means of measuring

rates. Data rates are therefore limited by the Individual channel dead analog signals quantitatively. Hence it is preferable for every

time in the channel plate array, and not by the RAE. diffractmeter to have two detectors, the Faraday cup for quantitative

The ultimate presently attainable sensitivity and angular current and high-angulur-resolution measurements, and sow form of

resolution are provided by a Faraday cup detector with a channel position-sensitive parallel-output detector for the rapid data

electron multiplier. With this arrangement individual pulses can be acquisition required for accurate structural determinations within the

counted, and by making the aperture of the detector arbitrarily small, time or electron dose constraints of a typical surface crystallography

any degree of angular resolution can in principle be obtained. Such experiment.

detectors are in common use In a variety of spectroscupic techniques, Detectors for tlEED have consisted In most cases simply of

Including iEED. Gronwuld and Henzler(
l l 

have described a Faraday cup fluorescent screen, although energy filtering and Faraday cups have been

detector that includes deflection plates In front of the aperture so used.
(
7
1 .72,

1S) RHEo measurements are always made in transmission

that the beam profile can be measured without mechanical motion of the through the screen, an advantage in terms of sensitivity. A light and

detector. Some Faraday cup detector designs contain no retarding grids position-sensitive proe has been used to measure Rir.U beam

but nevertheless provide much better energy resolution than Is obtained profiles.(
5 7

) To eliminate variations in screen response. magnetic

with detectors incorporating retarding grids. tuch detectors consist of deflection of the diffracted teem has been used to scan the teem across

a deep cup in close proximity to, but electrically Isolated from, an a fixed detector.(6
8
,
72
.
8
S) RKEO measurements in scanning transmission

aperture plate. The diameter of the cup Is several times the diameter electron microscopes are aide with somewhat more sophisticated detection

of the aperture, and the depth of the cup is several times Its

diameter. The cup Is biased to within I to 2 eV of the energy of the

- I
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schemes, such as a vidicon camera pickup from the fluorescent screen. D. Saple Preparation

In principle. all of the detection schemes discussed for LEED could as Simple preparation is eutremely Important In surface

well be applied In tiinOE. crystallography experiments. The magnitude of the problem can he

C. Gouinmeters appreciated when It Is realized that the outer few atomic layers proviae

The function of a gonlometer is to position the crystal accurately all the structural Information. It my seem surprising that any surface

with respect to the Incident beam of electrons and the detector. The can he prepared well enough to observe diffraction, until one rmemers

importance of such accuracy depends on the experiment being performed, that the resolving power of typical instruments is only on the order of

For angular-profile measurements, absolute angles are not important. several hundred A . Thus surfaces that have ordered regions that are

For intensity-vs-energy profiles, it Is critical that absolute angles he this large on the average appear 'perfect' to the diffractometer. More

uail know and that the repeatability of setting these angles he Importantly, ordered regions that are on the average much smaller than

excellent. Although they are not very precise, standard U1V 100 1 still give good diffraction pictures. Ordered regions as small as

manipulators are comonly used for all types of diffraction a few atons across give a measurable diffraction pattern if there are

measurements, enough of them. Thus the surface order does not need to be very good if

(Gonimoeters for special purposes have been built. An exceedingly there Is underlying crystallinity to provide orlentational and

precise one
( 8 6

) nas constructed to perform automatically constant- translational coherence hetween the ordered regions. Much of the

muntuo-transfer-averaqlnq
( 6 1

.62) of intensities. The qtxlmter is surface can be covered aith scratches, etch pits, and so forth, end

constructed to couple the motions of the faraday cup and the crystal In these will not (superficially at least) affect the diffraction pattern,

colatitude, so that the moentun transfer vector automatically remains especially i the Instrument has a low resolving power.

constant as the diffraction conditions are varied. Uncoupling of the ievertheless It is quite difficult t3 prepare surfaces for

motions Is also possible to permit arbitrary angles of incidence and diffraction experiments. The best surfaces, as regards low defect

diffraction. density and cleanliness, are cleavage faces of crystals that can be

for fine-beam or scanning LIEU applications it Is also necessary cleaved In vacuum. These include a nmber of semiconductor crystals and

that the gonbometer he stable against vibrations. For such the layer compouds. Such surfaces can he used to measure the

applications, modified versions of manipulators used for scanning Auger instrument response. Most crystals do not cleave readily. Thus the

Spectroscopy or similar techniques can be used. materials and surface orientations that can he studied by cleaving In

vacuum are quite limited. Most surfaces require extensive

preparation. This Includes orienting, polishing, and etching hefore
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further treatment in vacuom. Orientation to the desired axis to within chemlsorbed oxygen. Oxygen may also have diffused into the lattice. A

0.5*
, 
using Lae back-reflection, is common practice; with the use of a reduction in hydrogen can remove the oxygen. the hydrogen itself may be

stable multiaxis goniometer(
8 7

) and repeated attepts at polishing, desorbed simply by heating. The resulting surface generally has good

accuracy to ( 0.1* can be achieved. Frequently polishing results in crystallinity, although It may still contain a large number of

surface curvature near the edges of the crystal, resulting In an macroscopic defects. such as etch pits, scratches, etc. Thus the area

apparent misorientation effect there. Thus care mast be taken to use that participates in the diffraction is less than the total surface

only the center of the crystal surface or to prepare a large-area area, as can he observed In nohie-gas dosing experiments.() Repeated

surface for diffraction studies. The surface produced by polishing Is heat tr--,ments. required, for example, to renew a surface after a

so damaged that no diffraction pattern Is observable. generally even chemisorptlon experiment, frequently accentuate gross defect structure,

with -rays. Subsequent etching removes the polishing damage to a so that the surface may look euceedingly rough and nonspecular after a

sufficient degree to observe diffraction and also exposes the crystal period of continued use.

mosaic, which may range in metals from a fraction of a degree to several The second major in-situ surface preparation technique is physical

degrees for poorly grown crystals. A wide variety of etch and polishing removal of the surface contamination or damaged layers by sputter

procedures exists for different materials.(
88
) etching uith subsequent annealing. Surfaces prepared in this manner

At the stage of introduction into the vacuum chamber there Is still always have remanent damage, with A defect structure that Is rather

remanent surface damage and also a contaminant layer that frequently fine-scale and frequently observable in the diffraction pattere as a

consists of an oxide or a carbonaceous deposit. These can he removed by broadening of the angular profiles or an increase In background.

thermal, chemical, or physical treatments, or a combination of any of Generally such damage cannot he annealed out In reasonable laboratory

them.
8 9 )  

Thermal annealing Is usually Insufficient by Itself to clean times. Noble gases that are used for sputtering are trapped in the

the surface, because of the tenacity of the contaminant layers. A lattice to depths of many tens of X or more(
9
l). causing displacement of

combination of chemical and heat treatment is the gentlest and most atoms from regular lattice sites, strain, and dislocations. Surfaces

satisfactory method, from the point of view of surface defects, of are frequently left with a step structure and a nonequilibrium

preparing the surface. It is also exceedingly slow. Generally an concentration of point defects that are difficult to eliminate. These

oxidation for large periods of time Is required to remove carbon from defects can markedly affect a nuber of diffraction measurements,

the surface and to deplete the near-surface regions of carbon, as it especially measurements of the thermodynamics and kinetics of overlayer

continues to diffuse to the sink that Is provided by the surface.

Oxidation leaves the surface with an oxide or at least a layer of

- -. ,
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ordering. Thus sputter etching should not be used on surfaces Intended the fluorescent screen Is probably caused by the larger inelastic-

as substrates for such experiments, unless the purpose Is to study the scattering background accepted by this detector relative to that

influence of defects on ordering. accepted by the Faraday cup. Such curves are taken at a series of

Surfaces can, of course, also be grown in-situ, by molecular-beam different incident angles and for several diffracted beams and then

epitaxy. These can be macroscopically much smoother than polished compared to dynamical calculitions(
16

,
17 )

. The order of magnitude of

surfaces. Insufficient work has been done with diffraction on such experimental uncertainties Involved in equilibrium position

surfaces to ascertain whether, in fact, the density of atomlc-scale determination is Illustrated In Fig. 23. Added to this are the

defects can also be made lower than on polished or cleaved surfaces. uncertainties in parameters entering into the calculations and the

The fact that many of these films are grown at conditions far from difficulty, mentioned earlier, of defining satisfactory reliability

equilibrium suggests that they may have a relatively large factors. The present status of equilibriam position determinations

concentration of structural defects. appears to be that, while the precision of calculations may be as good

VI. Representative Experimental Results as 0.01 A in the best cases, the absolute accuracy of structure

In this section we very briefly illustrate the discussion of the determinations Is probably no better than 0.03 A.

different types of measurements with examples that are representative of Angular-profile measurements in LEED are illustrated in Figure 24.

the data that can be expected with typical LEED and RHEEO which shows an angular scan over four orders of reflection from cleaved

Instrumentation. Rather than presenting *finished' results, we GaAs (110) and GaAs (110) that has been spotter-etched and only

emphasize data as they appear directly in the measurement, partially reordered by annealing and thus contains many steps.
(
9

2
) The

Measurements of the integrated Intensity vs. energy In tEED have broadening of the reflections from the spotter-etched surface is

been made mainly with either a fluorescent screen/grid detector or a evident. The spectra were taken at a diffraction condition at which the

Faraday cup. Figure 23 shows a compariso of "intensity-energy' amplitudes scattered from the different terraces were out of phase

profiles of W(100) taken In beth ways.(
9 )  

The agreement between the (i.e., near a value of Gjat wich the rods in Fig. 9 are broadest).

curves is typical for data taken at different times, with different The curves represent an average of 30 scans requiring I rin.
( g 2

) Figure

detectors, or In different laboratories. The differences in peak 25 shows expanded scans of two profiles taken over identical measurement

positions or peak intensities are probably due to the sensitivity of times from the sputter-etched GaAs (110) surface annealed at two

Integrated-intensity vs energy profiles to the angle of incidence, with different temperatures.
9 2

) The change in the profile width and shape

even a fraction of a degree causing significant changes In a profile. Is evident. The signal-to-noise ratio can differ markedly for the two

The rising Intensity In the peaks and background of the curve taken fro curves, as expected. A complete two-dimensional angular profile of a

D- ,
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diffraction spot (1i) is shown io Fig. 26. It was determined by Intensity-teqperature measurements used to determine both mean

repeated scans, each slightly displaced from the previous one, of a square vibrational amplitudes in surfaces and the positions of phase

very-smaII-aperture detector across the diffracted beam. Lou-intensity boundaries are Illustrated In Fig. 28. The temperature decay of he

wings are observed around the main peak. The full width at half-mxmum 'peak" intensity of the (1/2.1/2) superlattice reflection for saturation

of such angular profiles taken at a variety of Gjvalues (i.e., at coverage of a i(iil)p(2xu)-0 layer
( 14

) is plotted along with the change

different energies) and for several beams is generally used to determine In width of the angular profile. Both the measured Intensity and the

step heights and extract surface step densities
(2 S

'
2 6
.
4 3 )

. average Intensity corrected for instrument response are shon. The tebye-aller

overlayer island sizes,
( 2 1

'
4 0

'
9 3

"
9 4

) or other surface defects.(
4

9) The factor has not been accounted for. It is given by a straight-line fit

complete angular profile can be used to determine the size distribution to the data at low temperatures. The deviation from this straight line

of ordered islands 0, terraces, rather than Just the average Indicates a phase transition. Such measurements are repeated at various

size.(2
6 ,
53) The uncertainty In angular profile measurements is coverages (see Fig.20) to establish the boundaries in the overlayer

typically not better than 5% of the signal. with the resolving power phase diagram. Ileasurements at various energies and for various beams

depending on the instrument response. In the best cases, the resolving give the J dependence of the Debye-Wailer factor, but should all give

power may be 5.000 to 10,000 A . the fitting of complete angular the sam position of the phase boundary at a given coverage. A careful

profiles with model calculations Is still In Its initial stages. and analysis of the shape of thve inteit y decoy tare tan lurtineramre

thus there can be, at present, only little confidence even In the provide Information on finite-size effects, correlation lengths, and the

uniqueness of overlayer and surface defect structure determinations. As nature of the phase transition. Including the determination of the order

better models are developed, a rapid Improvement in the quantitative of the transition(9
6
) and the values of critical exponents.

(9 5
)

nature of structural defect determinations can be expected. Intensity-temperature and angular profiles can also be observed

REED measurements of angular profiles are illustrated In Fig. 27. dynamically as a function of time at fixed coverage and temperature to

which shows contour maps of RnEEO streaks for the ordering of a GaAs follow the growth of an overlayer or surface phase. From the behavior

layer deposited onto a GaAs (001) surface.)
S

1) the contour maps show of the width and maximum Intensity with time at different temperatures

that for longer ordering times the streaks are becoming shorter and it Is then In principle possible to determine activation energies and

turning into spots, indicating Increased order in the overlayer. preexponential factors, as well as the growth low perative for the

Similar measurements are being made on stepped surfaces.
6 8

l iodels ordered structure.

being developed for defect structure analysis are, of course, equally Intensity-temperature measurements have been made for a miMer of

applicable to RiEED data. years, Initially to determine the tebye-ialler factor and thermal-
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diffuse-intensity for clean surfaces and later to determine phase evaluated as in the early parts of this chapter. The major difficulties

diagrams for overlayers. Debye-Maller factor measurements are difficult with the technique appear to be the extremely small signal levels and

to interpret In terms of surface vibratlonal amplitudes because of the the limited range in momentum transfer that Is accessible, leading to

finite and exponentially decaying penetration of the electron beam. Few relatively large uncertainties in the determination of the positions of

phase diagram measurements have been made. Difficulties lie in the the nearest-neighbor atons.

Interpretation of the temperature decay In terms of the position of the Limited surface crystallography information Is also provided by

phase boundary at different coverages, as Illustrated In Fig. 20, and other techniques that are not related to diffraction. They are too

the relationship between the diffracted Intensity and the existing order numerous to mention here. The most important of them are ion-beam

on the surface, techniques, which are reviewed elsewhere In this book.

VII. Conclusions Finally, a review of the experimental aspects of a technique or

In this chaper, we have attempted. In a tutorial fashion, to class of techniques should provide an evaluation of the state of the art

provide the basic elements necessary for an understanding of surface- as well as a prognosis for the future. In our view, the development of

sensitive diffraction techniques. The emphasis has been on those technology for surface-sensitive diffraction has lagged considerably

aspects that will help the reader evaluate the power, as well as the behind that of other surface analysis techniques. This is now beginning

limitations, of diffraction techniques to study surface to change, as the Importance of high-quality, quantitative structural

crystallography. Mich of what has been said In the early sections of Information In the interpre'ation and evaluation of the Output of

this chapter Is also applicable to grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction surface spectroscopies is becoming increasingly apparent. One can

and to atomic-beam diffraction, although they have not been explicitly expect the significant advances in detection schemes, efficiency, and

mentioned. Of necessity, a number of other techniques have not been resolving power in LEED and RllEED, as well as an overall improvement In

discussed. One of these, the measurement of surface extended-x-ray- the quality of REED systems and In their response. One can also expect

absorption fine structure (tXAFS), a potentially quite powerful application of these techniques to a widening range of problems, as well

diffraction technique, can be used to determine the local structural as a recognition of the necessity of understanding Instrumental

environment (i.e., nearest-neighbor distances) around Individual types parameters to obtain truly quantitative Information. A further impetus

of surfaces atoms. It Is based on measuring the diffraction of a to this development Is the recent marriage of surface science and

spherical mave that represents a photoelectron (or a core level electron ultrahigh-vacuum technology with high-energy electron microscopy and

excited by any other technique) emitted from a particular type of diffraction, a field at the forefront of technology 'in which the ideas

atom. The resulting Intensity as a function of momentu transfer can be of Iestrumental response, data quality, and quantitative Interpretation
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Figure Captions Fig. 4 Dependence of the mean free path of electrons for inelastic

scattering, Ainel 
On 

their kinetic energy. The hatched area

Fig. I Reciprocal lattice and Ewald construction for a crystal Indicates the range of values of Ainel that have heen measured

iliminated by penetrating radiation, a) Diffraction geoetry for different materials.

and energy appropriate for LE(; b) diffraction geometry and Fig. 5 Cut in the a direction through the reciprocal lattice of a two-

energy appropriate for AREED. The relationship between the dimensional crystal that contains random lattice strain in the

separation of reciprocal-lattice points and the length of the k a direction. The reciprocal-lattice reds broaden with

vectors corresponds to a lattice with 3 A lattice constant and increasing order, li, of reflection. The hatched regions

energies of 10 eV and io.000 eg respectively. represent the full width at half maximom of the intensity

Fig. 2 Reciprocal lattice for a single plane of atoms and teald distribution. The (00) rod is not sensitive to strain

construction for a) LEED and b) RKtED geometries. The broadening, The widths are greatly enaggerated.

relationship between the separation of rods and the lengths of Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of mosaic structure in a crystal and the

the k vectors corresponds to a lattice with 3 A row spacing and reciprocal lattice corresponding to the surface, a) isaic

energies of ISO eV and 10.000 eV respectively. the structure, with an average misorlentation angle. a. The

intersection of the [waild sphere and reciprocal-lattice rod in misorientatlon is vastly enaggerated. b) Cut In the a

b) is misleading. The widths of the lines for both the [mald direction through the corresponding reciprocal lattice. ahich

sphere and the reciprocal-lattice rod vastly exceed physically consists of many reciprocal lattices all with a comn origin

realistic values. but misorlented with respect to each other by the ang;e a. The

Fig. 3 Reciprocal lattice and Eald construction for a crystal crystallite size is assumed large enough to produce narrow rods

Illiuminated by weakly penetration radiation. The reciprocal as shown.

lattice is generally drawn as a set of rods with the positions Fig. 7 Cut in the a direction through the reciprocal lattice of a

of the third Laue condition indicated. The Ewald construction vicinal snrface with mootonically Increasing steps and a

is drawn appropriate for tED. The variation of the
constant terrace size. a)Surface: a is the row spacing, d the

interference function with Gi along a red is Indicated on the
e fplane spacing, and L the separation of terraces. b) reciprocal

right. The real lattice to which this reciprocal lattice lattice: the narrow rods represent the reciprocal lattice of a

corresponds Is shown on the bottom. lattice whose unit vector is L. The separation of rods and

their inclination depend on the terrace size L. The hatched

--
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rods represent the reciprocal lattice of a finite lattice (each intensity distribution. This width is related to the average

terrace) whose unit vector is a. The complete reciprocal terrace size. The periodicity in r

lattice for each terrace, called the terrace structure factor, 
the step heght.

is show ahove the figure. Diffraction features occur when the Fig. 10 Cut In the a direction through the reciprocal lattice for a

product of the two reciprocal lattices is nonzero. The period surface with AS stacking that contains a wide distribution of

In the appearance of diffraction features gives the inverse of step heights that are multiples of the monatomic-step height.

the layer spacing. d. The figure Is drawn for a terrace size Fig. ii Cuts in the a direction through reciprocal lattices for a

of S atoms. p(Zxl) overlayer on an Infinite, perfectly ordered substrate.

Fig. 8 Cut in the a direction through the reciprocal lattice of a Tie onerlayer atoms ar assomed to sit In bridge sites. so that

stepped surface with constant terrace size and steps the layer and substrate appear to form on AS stacking sequence.

alternately up and down. a) Surface, b) two structure factor a) Copete. Infinite, and perfectly ordered onerlayer. Sharp

components, c) complete reciprocal lattice. is the half-order rods appear. b) Low-coverage overlayer broken up

structure factor of the (infinite) lattice whose unit mesh into finite-size islands. Upper panel: cut at a particular

oector Is t0a. I12
.

is the structure factor of a single Lower panel: hehavior as a fuction of hi. The hatched
terrace (five rows wide) with unit mesh vector a. The complete ... L

areas represent the FIM. The half-order rods are broad and the
reciprocal lattice consists of delta-function rods that have fundamental reflection contain a diffuse-intensity halo, Its

zero intensity at periodic positions In !J. The blackness of behviour with G depends an the scattering phase shift

thehhnlu withs depnd onn the scattering phas shifty tepridciythe lines is meant to Illustrate the intensity. The periodicity differences hetween overlayer and substrate atoms and on the

reflects the inverse of the layer spacing. The periods In overlayer-substrate distance. The width and shape of the

panel c) are not in scale with the lattice periodicity shown In superlattice rods are related to the average Island size and

panel a). the size distribution. c) Saturation-coverage overlayer with

Fig. 9 Cut in the a direction through the reciprocal lattice for a antiphase domain houdaries. Upper and lower panels as in

surface with AS stacking that has random up anod down step edges b). The superlattice reflections are broad as in b). Their

occurring at random Intervals. a) Surface, b) reciprocal width and shape reflect the average domain size. The

lattice. The hatched regions represent the FW of the fndamental reflections do not have a diffuse-intensity halo.

I -
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Fig. 12 Schematic diagram of an overlayer containing a twin boundary range in Gi and an uncertainty in jj result. e) Finite bea

and the resulting reciprocal lattice, a) Surface: Overlayer diameter, Ae uncertainty in Gii results that differs for

atoms on oee side of the twin boundary occupy sites that are different beams. f) Finite detector aperture. An uncertainty

displaced by 1/3 of a substrate lattice constant. b) Cut in in G11 results that is the saw for all beams. In all cases

the a direction through the corresponding reciprocal lattice, the contributions are greatly exaggerated for Illustration.

the hatched areas represent the FWtI. Every third rod Is not Fig. 15 Schematic diagrams in real and reciprocal space of the major

sensitive to the twin boundary, because all atons scatter in types of LEED measurements. -11. Is the angle of incidence

phase. Other rods broaden and reflect the twin size measured from the surface normal. JIs the angle the scattered

distribution. Relatively thick overlayers are assumed so that beam eakes with the surface normal, and * is the tilt angle of

there is no interference with the substrate. The upper panel the crystal.

shOas a cat at a particular 6j. From Ref. 48. Fig. 16 Schematic diagrams in real and reciprocal space of RHEEl

fig. 13 Cut In the a direction through the reciprocal lattice measurements. The dashed line in b) Indicates the path of the

corresponding to a layer that consists of ordered regions that detector, or the deflection of the diffracted beam across a

are translationally random In the a direction. The layer Is fixed detector.

assamed thick enough so that no interference with the substrate Fig. IT Schematic diagram of a ftied-aperture measurement at various

occurs. The upper panel shows a cut at a particular G energies (an "lntenslty-vs-enery profil') for a surface that

Fig. 14 Schematic diagrams in real and reciprocal space Illustrating contains randomly distributed steps, illustrating the effect on

various contributions to instrumental broadening, a) Energy the fraction of the Rragg Intensity that Is collected. 'he

spread (either in the incident beau or due to detector solid bar represents the detector aperture. It always has the

resolution), (00) reflection. Integration over a range in G1 saw solid angle, do. At an in-phase condition. all of the

occurs. but no spread in GII. b) Energy spread, nonspecular Bragg intensity is collected. At an out-of-phase condition, a

reflections. An Integration over a range in Gjaod a spreading fraction that depends on energy and aperture site Is

in Gii result. c) Angular divergence, for a beam focussed on collected. From Ref. 59.

the detector. An Integration over a range In Gj_results, but. Fig. ISSchematic diagrams of integrated I intensity-s-enoergLy

because the particular beam (here chosen to he (00)) was measurements at constant momentum transfer, a) Constant

focussed on the detector, there Is no uncertainty In G I. d) azimuthal angle. n, varying colatitade angle, _00. b) Constant

Angular divergence. general case. Both an integration over a colatitude angle o varying azimuthal angle, g.

- I
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Fig. 19 Dependence on 21" of the relative values of the integrals over a Fig. 24 hsgular-profile mleasurements of the (01) to (04) bees ire

Brilluln zone of the Ira"g scattering, one-phonon thermal GaAs(il) surfaces, a) cleaved in vacum, b) sputter-etched and

diffuse scattering, and oultiphonon scattering. From Ref. 65. annealed. The energy, 180 eV, Is near an out-of-phase

Fig. 20 Generic phase diagram for commensurately adsorbed overlayers condition for the stepped surface. The (01) bea is at the

and Intensity-vs-temperature measurements. The phase diagram right. Fro Ref. 92.

plots the allowed phases at any temperature as a function of Fig. 25 Cmarison of two angular profiles of the (01) bee fro. a

coverage. I is an ordered phase with a particular structure. sputter-etched Galks (110) surface that has been ennealed at two

1.5. (lattice gas) is the disordered phase. Coenistence different temperatures; Solid curve: 3506C for i0 min.. dashed

regions always occur if the adatoms have an attractive carve: S60'C for 10 rain. tach curve is the average of 30

interaction. The dependence of the intensity on temperature at scans. rewiring approximtely one inute. The curves are

points a. b, and c is Indicated schematically. The Debye- normalized at their maxima. The actual peak Intensities differ

Waller factor has been renoved. The integral Is over the by a factor of 7. from Ref. 92.

diffracted beam, which at a and c becomes Increasingly brod as Fig. 26 Two- Imensional angular profile of the (00) reflection from

T increases. At a. tn reflection remains sharp as long as S1(qIl) at 180 ef. From Ref. 11.

there Is any order, and the integral Is equal to the peak Fig. 27 Contour maps of RefEEl profiles taken at two different times

intensity when measured with a typical instrment. after deposition of Ga onto a GaAs (001) surface In the

Fig. 21 Schematic diagram of a LEED diffractometer with faraday cup and presence of an As bacbground. ith increased tim the streaks

vidicon detectors. sharpe t Spts. i mstcating increasing order in the

Fig. 22 Schematic diagram of a RHEEO diffractometer with light surface. From Ref. S7.

sensitive-diode detector and nagoetic-field deflection of Fig. 28 Intensity-temperature measurement for the disordering of a

diffracted beams. From Ref. 68. saturation-coverage W(110) p(Zxl)-O layer; 0: Measured 'peak'

Fig. 23 Cmparison of 'intensity-vs-energy' profiles for W(100) taken Intensity, Intensity corrected for Instrsment response. The

aith a Faraday cup (dashed curve) and with a vidicon detector chng In width of the angular profile (--) and the instramevt

(solid curve). The to curves are normalized at 80 el. From
response fe.tle width (...) 9r also show. Frm Ref. 74.

Ref. g.
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